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January 5, 2011
Master Lantos

The Year of Creating
Lantos:
Dear Ones,
We welcome the arrival of the New Year, the Year of Creating.
When a Great Change is to occur the effects of change arrive before the actual process of
Transformation. Yes, in this year we will see many of the effects of change. In our Year
of Creating we will find the Knowledge and Experience of the Art of Creating Awakened
and applied on the surface level of expression in society. This marks a very Great Event
in Human history. The Enlivenment of the Process of Creation in an applied Value
mastered by the Blessed Torch Bearers of the Light of Genesis , that Supreme Value of
Light in Creation responsible for the Process of Great Transformation.
Now, let us discuss with our Blessed Listeners today, the details of our Course of
Creating, our Course of Eternal Light. We have a planned schedule for this year?
Cindy:
And that seemed to be a question that He was asking and so I responded, yes, that we do
have a schedule planned for this year.
Lantos:
In how many cities will this knowledge be offered?
Cindy:
And I said I wasn’t sure—that I believe that David had already booked classes through
the middle of the year.
Lantos:
Very good, very good. Let us enliven this Supreme Knowledge of Creating in many
locations during this year as the Waves of Change begin to be experienced. It is a Great
Transformation, the Enlivenment of the Supreme Value of Light in Creation. Yes,
Blessed Ones, discuss now the method of obtaining this Knowledge. Good.
Blessings.
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January 12, 2011
Master Lantos

The Year of Making the Impossible Possible
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Harmony, balance, a state of integration and coordination accomplished through the
enlivenment of the Luminous Value of Intelligence in Creation. Harmony: it is not a
state of non-change. It is a lively condition of ever changing expressions governed by the
Highest Value of Coordination, a Value made possible only through the enlivenment of
the Luminous quality of fully Awakened Intelligence; the level of Creation responsible
for the Emergence of all of Creation. Yes, it is on this level of Creation that Intelligence
is Fully Awake.
To strive for a State of Balance without the support of this limitless field of Awakened
Intelligence is a Goal which will not realize its Fulfillment until that Blessed Value of
Fullness is Enlivened.
Yes, Dear Ones, we are in the Year of Creating. Creating is the Process of the
Enlivenment of the State of Sublime Intelligence. It is on this foundation that
Transformation Emerges. We are approaching the Great Transformation, the Great
Transformation. It is the Transformation into the State of Balance, into the State of
Harmony. It is a Great Shift out of the state of turmoil into the establishment of a
Dynamic Level of Awakened Intelligence.
This is the year of preparation. Many things must be accomplished in this year preceding
the sweeping Value of changes to come.
First, we introduced the Light, the Light of Genesis: the Blessed Tools of Genesis
Emerged to Spread the Light of Genesis through the devoted Actions of our Masters of
the Light of Genesis.
The Earth has Received Great Blessings, Great Assistance has Come, Great Beings of
Light have Come to Bless the Earth on this Great Path of Enlightenment. It is the
Emergence of the Supreme Radiance of Eternal Light, the Emergence of the Radiance of
the Source of Creation onto the expressed levels of Creation. It is a Great
Transformation.
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Through the formation of our Blessed Seat of Eternal Light, we have welcomed the
Presence of the Universal Beings of Light and these Blessings have travelled as Waves
across the Earth Nourishing all.
The Master Tools of Genesis: the Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light, the Blessed Elixir of
Life, through these Tools we have Awakened the Value of Eternal Light, Awakened the
Intelligence on the Level of the Individual Enlivening the Proper Sequence Code Within
the Cells and Memory.
This is the Year of Creating, the Year of Making the Impossible Possible.
Yes, Dear Ones, keep this in mind: those things that were considered out of the Field of
Possibility will Emerge as Reality in the months to come.
This is the Year of Creating; it is the Enlivenment of the Fullness of Radiance which will
serve as the Foundation for the Great Process of Transformation, the Transformation
which was seen from a great distance, from a great distance of space and time.
Dear Ones, there is much work to be done this year. Many ripples of change will be felt;
Signalling the coming Waves. In this year we will experience Waves of Change but this
is not the Great Transformation. That which may appear Significant at this time may not
be remembered as the Great Transformation occurs. Now is the time for Creating. Yes,
this is the Year of Creating.
Dear Ones, each one of you has a Great Role to Fulfil in this Universal Process. Never
think that because this Process is on such a Grand Scale Your role is Insignificant. It is
not! It is of Great Significance. The Effects of the Enlivenment of the Process of
Creating spread throughout Creation. One single Act of Creating is felt by All of
Creation. Yes?
It is this year that the Great Knowledge of Creating has Emerged. Dear Ones, we thank
you. There is much to be done, and we thank you for the Great Service you are offering
daily. We thank you.
Many Blessings.
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January 19, 2011
Master Lantos

The Course of Eternal Light
Cindy:
I mentioned to Lantos that we have arriving today a number of Founders of the Seat of
Eternal Light who will be participating in the first Course of Creating, the Course of
Eternal Light. Here’s His response:
Lantos:
Very Good.
Greetings Dear Ones,
It is a very Great Blessing. The Earth is Blessed by the Upsurge of the Sublime
Knowledge of Creating. We welcome the arrival of our Blessed participants of the
Course of Creating, the Course of Eternal Light. We welcome Our Blessed Founders of
the Seat of Eternal Light. From all points of the Earth, the Light gathers. Great Light
gathers around Great Knowledge. We welcome the Assembly of Great Light. The Great
Beings of Light have come to enjoy the Blessings of Supreme Knowledge, the Source of
Creation.
Dear Ones, this is the Supreme Light of Creation. The Supreme Light which Blesses all.
We Celebrate the arrival of the Course of Creating, the Knowledge of the Emergence of
All, the Knowledge of the Process of the Emergence of All Existence.
This is the Supreme Knowledge which is Blessing the Earth in this Year of Creating. We
are Enlivening the Finest Layer of Knowledge. This is Supreme Knowledge. As this
Knowledge is Enlivened, we are Enlivening all Values of Creation which Exist on that
Level. Yes, the Great Universal Beings of Light, those Great Beings responsible for the
Structure and Organization of All. This is the Supreme Level of Creation, the Highest
Level of Existence. From this level, All of Existence is Governed. It is through the
stirring of this Highest Level of Creation that we are preparing the ground; we are
Establishing the basis for the Great Transformation of Earth into the Fullness of Light.
Yes, this is the Course of the Highest Knowledge. Very Good.
It is a very Great Event in the world’s history: the Heralding of Supreme Knowledge.
This Knowledge is Emerging here at the Beloved Seat of Eternal Light, that Radiant
Location on Earth Blessed by the Great Universal Beings.
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Dear Ones, we recognize your Great Achievement as the Initial participants receiving this
Highest Knowledge, Blessed by the Presence of the Highest Radiance of Creation. Your
Achievement in Life and all which has led you to this Sublime Event must be recognized
as the Path of a Master. You are to be recognized as Masters, Seers of the Path, you have
found your way through the course of life and have acquired Great Knowledge and with
this, Great Power.
Seekers are Seeking the Knowledge. Masters have located the Knowledge.
Masters know the Path to take to come to this Knowledge. A Master can Guide others to
this Knowledge of Life. This is the Blessing of a Master, a Seer of Truth—the one who
has located the Proper Path for others to follow. You are here now to deepen your
Knowledge, for even a Master expands the Aspects of Understanding. This is the Path of
Living: Expansion. You will Bless others with your Knowledge. You will Bless the
Earth with your Presence.
Dear Masters, we welcome you to this Seat of Eternal Light for this Blessed Program to
Enliven Eternal Light, the Source of Creation, in this Course of Creating.
Many Blessings.
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January 26, 2011
Master Lantos

A Great Wave of Light
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We are Blessed by the Enlivenment of the most Fundamental Level of Creation, the
Source of Creation, that Level of Existence which contains Infinite Intelligence and
Limitless Energy. It is the Source of All. From here, All Emerges.
All of Life’s Expressions share a common Source and it is through the Enlivenment of
this Common Source that Life receives Nourishment on Every Level.
A Great Wave of Nourishment has been Generated with the Enlivenment of the Process
of Creation. Our Blessed Masters of Creating, our Beloved participants of the Course of
Eternal Light, the Course of Creating, have Generated a Great Wave of Blessings, a Great
Wave of Light. It is an Upsurge of that Fundamental Value of Eternal Light.
The Blessings are Experienced on several Levels:
Blessings to the Individual: Sublime Blessings for the Individual participant as
this Level of Creation is Experienced on a Personal Level and is Generated
through the Individual Value of Intelligence, the Individual Value of Existence.
Yes, it is a Sublime Blessing for the Individual participant.
The Blessings are also Experienced on the Level of the Community and those
fortunate enough to be in close proximity of this Course. Yes, this is another
layer of Blessings. These Blessings travel as Waves move across the great
distances.
The Blessings, the Sublime Blessings of the enlivenment of the Creative potential
of Eternal Light, the Source of All Creation: this enlivenment is felt by All of
Creation. All of Creation experiences the Blessings of this upsurge of Purity,
upsurge of Creativity.
Yes, we congratulate our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating.
Now, this course moves across the vast span of Earth’s great body of water. The
Blessings will move.
The Blessings of Eternal Light will be experienced as a sequential enlivenment takes
place across the land, across the Blessed Nation. It is a Great Nation of achievement.
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These Blessings of Light will be felt as an upsurge of Radiance and Fulfillment. With
this upsurge of the Finer Values of Creation, we will notice a change in the functioning
on everyday levels of life: Greater Productivity, Greater Happiness, Greater Fulfillment.
It is a very Blessed event for all.
Thank you, Dear Ones, for your assistance in bringing forth the Full Value of Eternal
Light on Earth.
Blessings.
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February 2, 2011
Master Lantos

Supreme Knowledge
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We welcome many new Masters of the Art of Creating.
This training, this course of training in the Process of Creating, has stirred the finest level
of Creation through the process of the instruction and the practice in the Art of Creating,
the finest levels of existence have been Enlivened.
Yes, it is a beautiful process of enlivenment.
For those Masters of the Art of Creating, you are Blessed with the Great Knowledge.
Your practice with the Process of Creating will continue to enliven this Fundamental
Level of Life nourishing all. From the consideration of the individual this Knowledge
equips one with the techniques for Creating. Yes, Creating. This is on the level of the
individual.
From the consideration of the society, this Knowledge enlivens that level of life
responsible for the support of the Process of Great Transformation--Transforming the
Expressed Levels of Living. Change will appear on the Surface Levels of Activity. We
are Blessed with this Great Knowledge. We thank you for your participation.
From the personal level of consideration, one Experiences the Source of Creation, the
Blessed Source of Creation. I AM in Thee and Thou Art in Me. This is the experience.
Yes? This is the experience of the Master of the Art of Creating. This results from
Knowledge, Supreme Knowledge.
As one approaches this finest level of Creation, the Source of Creation, the Grace of that
level, dawns upon the individual. The Grace of the Source of Creation rises up to greet
the individual and Blesses the individual. The individual, through the practice of the Art
of Creating, receives the grace of the Source of Creation.
Through the Process of Creating, the individual is fulfilled through this Sublime Grace of
the Source of Creation. This is the process. It fills the Heart and mind of the participant.
The individual is elevated to such a Supreme level and it is through the Process of the Art
and the Technique of Creating, Supreme Knowledge, the Highest Knowledge.
It is inspiring to life. Grace.
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It is when the individual starts to learn how to Desire: It is the behavior, training of the
behavior; it is the training of how to Desire. Desiring on that Supreme level of the
Almighty Source of Creation, it is the Knowledge otherwise the individual would not
know what to do with this Desire.
It is the Knowledge: twelve classes, twelve lessons to gain the Value of Master.
It is a very dramatic change. It is very, very beautiful.
We give thanks to our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating. We also give thanks to our
Directors of the Light of Genesis: our Blessed Workers. That is what they do, they work.
To offer this Great Knowledge across the country requires much planning and effort. We
extend our deepest gratitude to our Blessed Workers: our Directors of the Light of
Genesis.
Thank you, Dear Ones.
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February 9, 2011
Master Lantos

New BioTrinities
Cindy:
Lantos came and said:
Lantos:
Greetings.
Cindy:
And then He paused and I asked Him, is there something you can say to us about the new
colors of the BioTrinities and what they do: Aqua, First Rays, Green and the Pink color?
Lantos:
Yes, very good: our Blessed BioTrinities. Yes, we are Enlivening the Pure Nature of the
Source of Creation. We are Awakening the Vision. We are Awakening the Entire Realm
of the Experience of Creation. Yes, it is the Entire Realm of the Finer Value of
Experience.
One may look at the butterfly and say, “Ah, what a pretty butterfly.” But, when one has
more Knowledge of this field of butterflies one may notice the particular markings on the
wings and say, “Ah, this is a very rare and very beautiful species.” The eyes will follow
the path of this butterfly with great appreciation for its value and beauty.
This is the Value of Appreciation that is cultured with the refinement of the Value of
Experience.
By enlivening the different Values or different Aspects of Experience, we Awaken
different Aspects within our daily perception. Objects that once appeared very solid are
seen in a different fashion. The object becomes as if Enlivened or Awakened. The
Experience of this Enlivened State of the object leads one to much Greater Levels of
Fulfillment.
One experiences a Great Sense of Fulfillment when one sees the Beauty of an Object, the
Worth, the Value of an Object.
One may say, “Oh, there goes a car.” But, to the one trained in the different types of cars,
one sees the distinct shape and sound of the same car and knows it to be a Ferrari. The
level of Fulfillment rises as one appreciates the Finer Values of the Form and Structure.
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It is the same car. The greater Fulfillment comes to the one who Experiences the Finer
Aspects of the perception of the car.
Our Blessed BioTrinities are for culturing a Refinement in all areas of Experience: The
Finest Values of all areas of Creation, the Finest Value of the Physiology, the Finest
Value of the Environment, the Finest Value culturing the Awakened Value of Ability or
Experience.
It is an Illumined Value of Perception, Illumined by the Fiery Light of that Supreme
Value of Creation: the Fiery Value of the Source of Creation. This is developing great
Fulfillment, the complete Value of Fulfillment: Illumined Vision, Illumined Value of
Experience on all levels of life. It is the path of Fulfillment through Illumination,
Awakening.
Yes, there are many details to be given out as to the effects of each specific color of
BioTrinity. These details will come.
We will enjoy the unfoldment of the Advanced Program of Creating later this year.
Many Blessings, Dear Ones.
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February 16, 2011
Master Lantos

Value of Rest
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We are very Blessed with the Knowledge of Creating. Yes, The Earth has received great
Knowledge. The Earth has received the Knowledge of the Light of Genesis, the Blessed
Knowledge of the Tools and techniques of BioGenesis.
Knowledge uplifts. The enlivenment of Knowledge uplifts all of Creation.
Now, it is in the hands of those Blessed individuals who have received this Knowledge.
The Knowledge is present. Now those who have received this Knowledge must practice
the enlivenment of these Fundamental Levels of Creation through the practice and
performance of the techniques.
Those Blessed individuals who have received the Knowledge of the Art of Creating: it is
most essential to allow for the enlivenment of these experiences in a routine manner. In
this way, the practices will quickly become integrated into your daily expressions of
living. Great Benefits will Emerge on the Personal Level and Society will Receive the
Sublime Benefits of the Stirring of the Value of the Source of Creation, the Fundamental
Value of all Expressions of Life.
For those individuals who possess the Tools of Genesis: the BioTranslator, the Flame, the
Shield, all of the Blessed Tools of Genesis, it is a very important time to continue to
enliven the Light of Genesis through the use of these Blessed Tools.
Yes, it is through the use and practice of the Knowledge that the Value of the Sublime
Light is Enlivened, Enlivened on the individual level and Enlivened on the Universal
Level. The Blessings are for all: from the personal Value of the receiving of Great
Blessings to the Grand Scale of the upliftment and acceleration of Eternal Light as its
Value is Awakened in all Forms of Life and Expression, a daily Shield treatment, the
practice with the BioTranslator and the Blessed Amplifier. And now, all are practicing
with the Pendant of Eternal Light? Yes?
The practice with the Pendant of Eternal Light is very good. You will prepare yourself for
the training program: The Course of Eternal Light, the Course of Creating.
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The practice with the Wheels: each Wheel contains great Knowledge, limitless
possibilities for the Enlivenment of Positive Values of Life. You will find the treasures
opening. Yes? And, the Wand: we practice daily with the Blessed Wand.
Each Tool, each Tool possesses great Energy, great Light, Great Knowledge. And,
practice with each Tool produces great Blessings. Let us enliven these aspects of the
Light of the Source of Creation for all to enjoy. This is the time of enlivenment. This is
the time of enjoyment of the Awakening of Eternal Light through a daily routine of
practice.
And, in all of the chores of day to day living, it is essential to take rest. The body
requires the Value of Rest to best use and accept the great Blessings of Light. Rest of the
body allows for the Blessings to Emerge. The plants do not flourish in the hard soil. The
soil must be softened. Rest is that quality of life which softens the physical mechanism
of the body allowing for greater receptivity of all of the Blessings of Light. Rest is an
essential part of the development of the Full Value of Life. There is much work to be
accomplished, but set a proper pace. Set the pace and enjoy the steps of progress.
The Unfoldment of Eternal Light does not happen overnight. It is a process of great
Unfoldment. Life is a great process of unfoldment and enjoyment. Daily practice with
the Great Knowledge and Tools brings about Blessings for all.
Thank you, Dear Ones, for your service to the Light.
Blessings.
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February 23, 2011
Master Lantos

Cascading Rainbows of Light Now Encircling the Earth
Lantos:
Beautiful, very beautiful. Yes, our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating have Created. It
is very beautiful.
A Cascading Rainbow of Light, a flowing current of Light, now encircles the Earth. This
Light, the Pure Energy of Creation, is forming in the center of the Earth and now flows
out in Streams of Light enveloping and Blessing our Earth. This is Creating the currents
of Eternal Light, this is the result of our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, our
Blessed Courses of Eternal Light spreading across the land, beginning with our Beloved
Seat of Eternal Light and spreading across the ocean and land. Yes, the Influence is
spreading; the land is Awakened, Awakened to the Pure Nature of the Source of Creation,
Enlivening the Value of Eternal Light through the practice of the Techniques of Creating.
Yes, Our Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating—a simple daily practice. We are seeing
great results, beautiful results. It is a great Blessing for all. We are nourished and
enriched.
The Blessed Winged Host of Angels, the Blessed Celestial Messengers of Light, these
Beings sent to Earth to offer assistance, now direct these Streams of Light, these currents
of energy, into Earth’s layers of existence.
Do you see the effects?
Let us consider the effects on the individual level:
Fulfillment of desire: this is the Ability of the individual to generate the
Fulfillment of the thoughts, the Fulfillment of the wishes, the power of attention
greatly increases, the power of focus, the individual is as if guided along the
proper path. This is ancient wisdom. This is the Knowledge of Creation.
With this Knowledge we are Awakening, again, the most Fundamental Levels of
Creation. We are Enlivening those Energies which were present at the time of the
Emergence of Creation. These same Values of Creation are Awakened and Enlivened
through every Process of Creating, every practice of the Techniques of Creating. It is a
Great Blessing.
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Our Blessed participants of the Courses of Creating are enlivening the Fundamental
Levels of Creation and Structuring the basis for Great Upliftment.
Very good, very good.
And, we now have the Blessed BioTrinities, the most refined levels of perception
Awakened through the practice with the BioTrinities, the vision of the Source of
Creation, yes, the Universal Perception, Perception of the Source of Creation.
It is Beautiful, Beautiful.
Many Blessings, Dear Ones.
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March 2, 2011
Master Lantos

The Blessed Five BioTrinities
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Let us discuss now our Blessed Five BioTrinities, the Tools of Genesis to enliven the
Fiery Radiance of the finest level of Creation.
We are enlivening the level of life known as the Celestial Level, the Level of Existence
which is full of Light, full of Energy, full of the Radiance of the Source of Creation; five
BioTrinities: Violet, Pink, First Rays, Aqua and Green: five Values of Enlivenment; five
Values of Awakening the Perception of the most Subtle, most Refined, Layers of
Existence.
It is on the Level of Perception, Enlivening the Experience of these Finest Values of
Creation, Awakening the Ability of the human physiology to perceive these Aspects of
the Highest Value of Energy within Creation. You see, it is possible for the human
physiology to have the Direct Experience of the Highest Forms of Energy.
Energy, Light: these Five Tools Awaken this Ability inherent within each individual.
It is like the Scientist. The scientist searches for the Experience of unseen objectsperhaps those objects seen only as a Point of Light within the vast sky. To assist with
this Experience of Sight, the scientist utilizes the telescope- a tool to Awaken the
Experience on the Direct Level of Perception. Like this, our Blessed Five BioTrinities
Awaken the Ability for the Perception of the Unseen Aspects of Creation.
Yes, it is beautiful.
This is the Year of Creating. We are making the impossible possible.
Just as you may not see the distant galaxy without the aid of the telescope, we are
Awakening the Reality of the Direct Experience of the Finest Layers of Existence
through the use of the BioTrinity Tools of Genesis. Used together with our Blessed
Pendant of Eternal Light, we Enliven the Value of the Source of Creation. It is a very
delicate and very Subtle Level of Existence yet, at the same time, most powerful and
Radiant. We are Enlivening these different Values through the use of each specific
BioTrinity.
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For your practice with these Tools, it will be of great Value to include the Pendant of
Eternal Light. Wear the Pendant or place the Pendant in one hand. You may place the
BioTrinity in the other hand or you may wear the BioTrinity. In the beginning it will be
good to see the results from each color, individually. One BioTrinity along with the
Pendant of Eternal Light: in this way you may gain greater familiarity with the effects
coming from each BioTrinity. Yes, each color is responsible for Awakening different
Values of Experience.
You may also utilize the BioTrinity during a BioGenesis treatment Awakening the
Celestial Level of Existence.
The Presence of the BioTrinity along with the Pendant of Eternal Light attracts the Great
Celestial Levels of Beings.
When assistance is needed, you may use the BioTrinity along with the Pendant of Eternal
Light to call for Highest Level of Assistance. It is very great knowledge, very Blessed
Tools. Now, go and enjoy. Enjoy the techniques of Creating and our Beloved new
BioTrinities.
Many Blessings, Dear Ones.
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March 9, 2011
Master Lantos

Love and the Light for Children
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
As we continue to discuss the development of the highest Value of Life, let us consider
that Precious phase of development, the initial phase of development within the early
years of life.
At every point along the path of life, we may examine the Awakening and Enlivenment
of the Limitless Value of the Source of Creation, the Sublime Radiance of Eternal Light.
In the life of a child, the Experience is naturally open to the more Refined Layers of
Existence. The Experience is not defined by boundaries. The Experience is supported by
the Limitless Value of the Finest Celestial Levels of Creation.
At this time, it is the role of the parents and family members to encourage the growth and
development, not only within the physical Levels of Life but in the Awakening and
Integration of the Value of Eternal Light into the Conscious Experience of the Life of the
child.
Yes, it is the hope of every parent to bring the greatest happiness, the greatest success for
the child. This happiness and success may be accomplished through education of the
proper functioning, training in the use of the Highest form of energy and intelligence, the
integration and enlivenment of Eternal Light in the life of every child.
Every child must become a Master of Creating, mastering the Art of Creating to bring
about Fulfillment on every level of life: Health, Success and Happiness. This, Dear
Ones, makes every parent a great teacher responsible for the development of each child.
It is a great responsibility and a great joy. Let us consider some valuable practices which
may be offered to the child for maximum growth and development of the Finest Values
of Life.
Let us recognize first that most powerful Tool which exists in all of Creation, this is the
Tool of the Value of Love. Love is the Directed Stream of the Pure Value of the Radiant
Source of Creation. Love exists on every level of life and at every point along the path of
life’s development. Nothing in Creation exists without the Value of Love. Love is the
Highest Value of Life and it is through Love given to the child that all is made possible.
Yes, Dear Ones, this Tool of Love is the Greatest Tool of Life.
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Now, let us consider the other great Tools of Light to bring about the highest
development in the life of every individual. As Masters of the Light of Genesis, you are
aware of the great upsurge of Light and Energy through the BioGenesis treatments as
well as the Value of the Placement of the Precious Tools of Genesis within the house.
Within the room of a child we may position a Circle of Wheels to surround the bed or
sleeping area. The Small Shield and the Blessed Pyramid of Genesis should also be
present. Within the Circle of Wheels one may position the five BioTrinities.
The Blessed BioTrinities will bring about the development of the full range of perception
for the child: from the surface layer of life to the most refined, infinite Level of Creation,
that Level of Life which radiates Fullness in every point.
Yes, the child will gently experience the Awakening of the Finest Values of every aspect
of Perception.
Let us position the Violet BioTrinity in the location above the head of the child. The
First Rays and the Aqua BioTrinities may be positioned on one side of the bed and the
Pink and Green BioTrinities on the other. In this way, the BioTrinities surround the
sleeping area all within the Circle of Wheels. The Small Shield may be placed very near
the child or at the doorway to the room. It will be very good to also have present,
hanging within the room, the Beloved Master Tool, the Pendant of Eternal Light. Yes?
Now, this is a very good picture of the ideal arrangement for maximum development.
Cindy:
And then he paused for quite some time so I asked him if that same arrangement of the
BioTrinities could be useful around an adult’s bed as well as around a child’s bed.
Lantos:
Yes, it may be; however, as one has gained the mature structure of the physical form, it
may require more than the Presence of the Blessed BioTrinities around the sleeping area
to generate the full effects of the enlivenment of the Highest Value of Perception. This is
the training gained in the Blessed Course of Creating and the Advanced Course of the Art
of Creating. Yes? Then you will experience the tangible results.
This formation of the Five Values of the Blessed BioTrinities around the sleeping
quarters will serve to Enliven that Field of the Finest Qualities of Existence.
Very good, very good. Many Blessings.
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March 16, 2011
Master Lantos

Do Not Waste a Single Day
Lantos:
Dear Ones,
We have seen the powerful force of change and direction. Sweeping changes may occur
in a very short span of time. When we think ‘change,’ when we think ‘Global change,’
many imagine a very slow and lengthy process, one in which the physical steps of
Transformation are barely detectible. We are accustomed to a gradual rate of change, a
gradual Process of Regeneration and renewal, progress at an unseen pace.
These recent events reveal nature’s ability for rapid influence on human life as well as on
Earth’s own Structure and Form. We see a Mighty Force at Work. The power behind this
Transformation is unfathomable by the terms of localized understanding.
Blessed Architects of Light, Blessed Designers of Form and Structure, we have called
upon your great service, your dedication and service, to Awakening, Enlivening, the
Illumined Levels of Creation, for the Blessings of all on Earth. We are speaking of a
Great and Rapid Process of Transformation.
You are aware of the magnitude of this Transformation. It is that which was seen from a
great distance by those Gifted Seers of many different ages in human history. Yes, the
responsibility to all of humanity is great. The Power is Great which Guides this Process
of the Unfoldment of time and events for all of humanity. As Masters of the Radiant
Light of Genesis, we offer Great Upliftment to all, all of humanity, all of Creation.
The Techniques of Creating are Great Universal Knowledge. Enlivenment of this
Supreme Knowledge brings sweeping Waves of Purification Awakening and Illuminating
all of Creation.
It is a very great responsibility to hold this Universal Knowledge. Do Not Waste a Single
Day. Sweeping change can come in a single day. You are Masters of the Waves of
change.
Continue to practice daily the techniques for Creating, Dear Ones. The results are felt,
the benefits for all are being generated, with every sitting. Great Beings of Light are
visiting our Blessed Earth to offer their assistance. Your enlivenment of the finest levels
of Creation attracts Great Messengers of Light.
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Blessed Masters of Creating, you hold the Key of Knowledge. It is the Key to bring
about the Emergence of Supreme Radiance.
When we speak of change, this is what we mean. It is a Great Fundamental
Transformation from life dominated by boundaries to life which supports the limitless
Radiance of the Supreme Source of Creation. Yes? You received the instructions from a
few days ago? Now, go and practice Dear Ones.
Blessings.
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March 23, 2011
Master Lantos

The Advanced Program in the Art of Creating
Lantos:
Dear Ones, Greetings,
Now for our Advanced Program in the Art of Creating: now, we will invite all of our
Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating to continue the training in the Blessed Knowledge
of Creating. We invite our Beloved Masters of the Art of Creating to become Masters of
Ability. Our Beloved Masters of Creating have experienced the awakening of the
dynamic process of Creating: the Sublime Radiance Illumining the Heart giving rise to
all life, all form, yes, this is the Supreme Knowledge of Creating, the Supreme
Knowledge of Creation.
We will structure now the lessons of Ability. Yes? This is the Advanced Program. For
this program one must already have the Knowledge of Creating. One must be a Master of
the Art of Creating. As we have experienced, Desire is very powerful. Desire contains
energy. It is through the proper placement of this Desire that this Energy Emerges as
Creation. Knowledge is the greatest guide: Knowledge of placement of this Desire.
Very good. Let us begin.
Cindy:
And then Lantos gave a couple of lessons of the Course of Eternal Light and after He
paused, then I asked Him how many lessons there would be in all for this Course of
Ability.
Lantos:
This Advanced Course of Eternal Light: the Course of Ability will consist of eight
lessons. Yes? In this way, the Supreme Knowledge is presented to our Blessed Masters
of the Art of Creating. We are training Masters of Ability. This is the Supreme
Knowledge of Eternal Light, the Knowledge of Ability. Yes? Very Good.
Cindy:
And then I asked Him, “Do we need to begin the courses in Hawaii and then move, like
we did for the first course?”
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Lantos:
No, this Knowledge has Awakened the nation. The Knowledge may be offered now in
any location.
Very good. Blessings, Dear Ones.
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April 6, 2011
Master Lantos

Every Moment in Life Is Precious
Lantos,
Dear Ones,
As Masters of the Art of Creating, you have acquired Knowledge and Experience;
Knowledge and Experience. That is why we use the term “Master.” To become a Master
is to gain the Supreme Value of Knowledge along with the practical Value of Experience.
It is the combined Value of Knowledge and Experience. This is the Value of a Master
mastering the Art of Creating, mastering the Supreme Knowledge of Creation; along with
the Sublime experience of the Infinite Radiance of the Almighty Source of Creation.
That is what we mean when we say, “Master:” Master of the Art of Creation.
Now, we will take this great level of accomplishment and move in a direction of
expansion. It is the expansion of Ability. Before one may acquire the Value of Ability
one must have acquired a good level of Knowledge and Experience: this is skill, one
who is skilled, a Master, one who has gained the Supreme Value of Knowledge and
Experience.
The Course of Eternal Light is the training program for becoming Masters of the Art of
Creating, mastering the Art of Creation. We are enlivening the Infinite Value of the
Source of Creation on the level of day-to-day living.
Dear Ones, Life is Precious. The Value of Life is limitless. The Value of Life is to gain
the Infinite. You are doing justice to the great Value of Life. As we are gaining the great
level of Mastery, it is our responsibility to teach others, to guide others, to assist others.
All Life is uplifted by your Blessed achievements. Assist others, teach others, yes, dear
Masters of the Art of Creating, give others the experience of the Beloved Tools of
Genesis. Bless your homes with the Tools of Genesis and awaken the Value of the Light
of Genesis within Life even during sleeping hours.
Yes, every moment in Life is Precious. Waste not even the sleeping hours of Life. We
are very Blessed. We offer our deepest thanks to the Beloved Great Beings of Eternal
Light, the Great Universal Beings of Eternal Light. Yes, we offer our deepest love and
gratitude.
Blessings.
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April 13, 2011
Master Lantos

Why Live Life in Misery When Life is to Be Lived in Fullness
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Within the structure of thought exists the entire Process of Creation. The steps of the
Process of Creation unfold within even the slightest impulse of expression. A thought, an
idea, contained within a thought is the Process of Creation. The Brain is the instrument
through which this process travels and finds expression. It is very beautiful. The Brain is
Enlivened by the signals which arise from the finer levels of existence. The Brain
receives the impulses of energy, energy in a directed manner, arising out of the formless,
undirected level of Creation which is at the basis of all Creation.
What a Blessed Tool we have within the human physiology. The Heart is the seat of the
Spark of Existence, the Blessed Source of Creation, and the Brain is the instrument
capable of perceiving the barely perceptible impulses arising from the level of the Source
of Creation. This is the path of Intelligence, Intelligence in motion. This is the process
of Creation as it is experienced on the individual level of the human physiology.
Yes, when we are becoming Masters of the Art of Creating, we are gaining greater and
greater familiarity with this process of the direction and flow of energy and intelligence.
We are enlivening the human physiology with the use of the Tools of Genesis, the Tools
of Genesis, the Master Tool of Genesis, the Blessed Elixir of Life, the Holy Water of
Life.
We are awakening the Ability for the perception of the Infinite Value of the Finer Levels
of Existence on the level of individual experience. This, Dear Ones, is Ability.
Ability is the fruit of the fully Awakened human physiology. The individual fully
capable of perceiving every impulse at its finest level--even prior to its expression the
impulse is perceived. This is Ability.
We are structuring the Course of Ability, the Knowledge and the training of experiencing
every aspect of Creation in its Fullest Value.
Yes, we will call it the Fullest Value.
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Why live Life in misery when Life is to be lived in Fullness. Becoming Masters of the
Art of Creating is gaining the Ability to Fulfill any one Desire. This is one Value of
Fulfillment, one by one Fulfillment. It is very good, a very great level of human
achievement, but for complete Fulfillment one must gain Fullness.
Fulfillment is one aspect of Fullness and one has gained the Knowledge and Experience
of the Blessed Process of Creation through the Course of Creating. Through this practice,
again and again, one by one measures of Fulfillment are achieved and Fullness Emerges.
Ability is the final instruction along the path of the Emergence of Fullness.
We are speaking now of the Course of Ability, the Advanced Course of instruction in the
Course of Eternal Light. Yes, our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating, your practice
with the steps of the Process of Creating is giving you greater familiarity with the finer
levels of Creation.
Now we are prepared for the instruction of Ability. It is a Great Blessing:
It is a Blessing of Knowledge.
It is a Blessing of Time; this period of Time as we approach the Great
Transformation.
It is the Blessing of Fullness, the Blessing of the full Radiance of Eternal Light,
the Sublime Light of Genesis.
Yes, very good.
Let us structure the program of Ability, the Course of Ability for our Dear Masters of the
Art of Creating.
Very good. Blessings.
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April 20, 2011
Master Lantos

For Everyone Here is a Simple Instruction
Lantos:
Dear Ones, Greetings,
It is a Great Blessing. We are seeing a very great shift. We are seeing a great
advancement of Light. It is the great advancement preceding the sudden rise. We are
experiencing the Acceleration of Energy: an Acceleration of the Quality of Existence on
Earth.
Now, Dear Ones, I wish to offer to you an instruction. Yes, when one is preparing to
function in a new environment it is useful to receive lessons or instructions. When one is
traveling to a foreign land it is useful to learn a bit about the customs of the people and a
bit about the climate of that country so that one’s entry into the land may be more
enjoyable and Fulfilling. It is always a good idea to prepare oneself with Knowledge, to
equip oneself with the Great Tool of Knowledge.
Yes, now, Dear Ones, it is a very great Blessing to our Earth that at this time Great
Universal Beings of Light have arrived in Earth’s atmosphere. It is a great compliment to
the level of achievement of our Blessed Masters of the Light that these Great Beings have
come to Bless our Earth.
At this time, Dear Ones, these Great Universal Beings can offer to every individual the
gift of Great Knowledge. It is the Knowledge of functioning of a higher vibrational level,
the Knowledge of existence on a higher cosmic plane. This Knowledge will be very
useful to each individual as this Great Process of Transformation continues. These
Blessed Universal Beings are here to share this Knowledge with our Beloved Earth. And,
all on Earth will benefit from Their Presence.
In order to receive these great Blessings in a most complete manner, we will offer this
simple instruction: Knowledge is best acquired in a settled state, an uncluttered state of
awareness. For those of you who have received the Knowledge of the techniques of
Creating, you will be receiving now great additional information during your practices
with these techniques.
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For everyone, here is a simple instruction: It will be good to enjoy five to ten minutes of
peaceful relaxation before bed. In this quiet time it will be very good to hold the Blessed
Master Tool, The Pendant of Eternal Light. In addition, one may hold a Blessed
BioTrinity, any one of the Blessed BioTrinities. Yes, we have five Blessed BioTrinities.
Yes, very good.
After sitting quietly for a few minutes, you may place the Blessed Tools near to you
while you sleep. Dear Ones of Light, you will see great benefits emerging out of this
Blessed Value of Knowledge gained during sleep. We are receiving very great Blessings
at this time. Yes, it is very good.
In the peaceful state of sleep we will awaken the qualities of functioning in a heightened
state of existence, the Blessed State of Enlightened Existence Illumined by the Fullness
of Knowledge. It is very beautiful. We will discuss this further.
Many Blessings.
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April 27, 2011
Master Lantos

This is the Greatest Accomplishment in Life
Lantos:
Greetings Blessed Masters of Light,
You are experiencing the richness of the Silence? Yes? Good.
Knowledge is awake within Silence. Yes. Silence is Enlivened by Knowledge.
Knowledge is emerging from the great stillness. The stillness gets accelerated by the
presence of Knowledge. This Knowledge which is emerging at this time is a Blessing
from the Great Universal Beings present now. It is Knowledge of the Highest Value of
Life, Knowledge of functioning at Life’s Highest Level of Existence. It is a set of
instructional Knowledge. This is useful Knowledge.
It is a Great Tool of
Transformation. Yes?
We are offering our thanks for the Emergence of this Blessed Knowledge. This
Knowledge is awake within the Field of Silence. This Knowledge contains great power.
It is the Power of Transformation. To describe a state clearly, enlivens that state. This is
the Value of Knowledge. Knowledge is for use. Knowledge is for benefit. Knowledge
is for Upliftment. Knowledge is for Enlightenment. Knowledge is not a formless
functionless aspect of Creation. No, Knowledge has great power. The highest
Knowledge contains the greatest power. There is no power greater than Knowledge.
This is a great Blessing for our Earth. We receive this Blessing through our daily
experience of the State of Silence. Yes? This is our instruction.
We receive the Blessings of this great Knowledge through our daily practice of Silence,
five, ten minutes before bed. In this short time, we are opening our attention to this
experience. We are in the Presence of our Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light. We are in
the Presence of the Fiery Radiance of the Blessed BioTrinity. In this way, we are
enlivening, in our experience of Silence, the finest levels of Creation.
As we sleep, we are filled with the Radiance of Knowledge. In our settled state, we
awaken within our experience the qualities of higher levels of functioning, functioning at
a heightened Level of Existence. It may be called ‘Heightened Existence.’ It may be
called, ‘Enlightened Existence.’ This Great Transformation is the full Awakening of the
Light of Genesis on Earth.
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As Masters of the Light of Genesis we are gaining the Knowledge of this Experience.
The Full Value of the Experience may not be present at this time. But like the tourist
approaching the new land, we are equipping ourselves with the knowledge of the customs
and layout of our destination before our arrival. In this way, we may also serve to guide
and assist others traveling along this path.
Masters of the Light of Genesis, you are mastering the skills and techniques of Creating.
You are developing mastery of the finest levels of functioning, the levels of Creation
responsible for all aspects of Creation. This level of mastery is great. It is not so
significant whatever else may be achieved in life. Whatever the accomplishment or skill
acquired, it is not as significant as this single accomplishment—mastering the Art of
Creation. This is the Greatest Accomplishment in Life.
Again, I say to you, Dear Ones—you, you who have devoted much energy and attention
to this Precious Knowledge of Life—you are doing justice to the Value of Human Life.
It is a great joy for the Blessed Creator to see the Highest Value of Life enjoyed. You
will feel this pleasure as the warmth, the Radiance of the Blessed Source of Creation.
Yes? It is very good. We are making the preparations for our Course of advanced
instruction.
Yes, very good, many Blessings.
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May 4, 2011
Master Lantos

We Welcome the Blessed Beings of Light
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We welcome the Blessed Beings of Light, the Great Universal Beings of Light. The
function is contained within the Presence. Yes?
A Great Being of Light Blesses all. All surroundings receive the uplifting influence, the
nourishing Radiance emanating from the Blessed Great Being of Light. Every Great
Being of Light uplifts the environment. The surroundings are Blessed. All in the
environment receive Sublime Nourishment. Yes, the Presence of a Great Being of Light
is a Sublime Blessing for all. Great Beings, Great Cosmic and Universal Beings have
specific functions; have specific roles, within the structure of Creation.
Within the structure of Creation, certain Beings are responsible for specific processes:
There are Beings responsible for the maintenance of Cosmic order, Beings responsible
for the flow of Time, Beings responsible for the process of Change and Transformation,
even those responsible for the process of Conflict and the restoration of Peace.
Knowledge, teaching, healing—every process of life and the expression of all Creation—
all fall under the organization and management of the Supreme Levels of Universal
Order. The expression of Order on every level of Creation, the Highest Level of Order,
this is what we refer to as the Great Universal Beings: those Beings responsible for
Creation on the Greatest Scale, the Highest Level of Order in Creation. Yes?
Dear Ones, at this time, we are Blessed by the Presence of Great Universal Beings of
Knowledge. Their very Presence is a Blessing. Contained within the Supreme Blessing
of Their Presence is the Quality of their function. These Great Universal Beings possess
the Highest Value of Knowledge. These Beings of Supreme Light govern Knowledge,
Universal Knowledge, Great Universal teachers.
Knowledge is a Blessing. Great Knowledge is a Supreme Blessing. The Presence of
these Great Universal Beings of Light enlivens the state of this Supreme Knowledge. As
Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating, you may receive this
Blessing of the full Value of Great Universal Knowledge. It is through the practices we
have described, the process of the awakening of the awareness even during sleep, that this
Knowledge gets Enlivened on the individual level of experience.
It is very good: the Blessed Great Teachers.
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We will soon offer our Advanced program in the Art of Creating. Yes, yes, we are
Blessed by the Presence of the Great Teachers.
Dear Ones, continue with your daily practices. It is very important to have a good quality
of rest. It will not be good to engage in activities at the expense of the rest necessary to
support the development of these finer levels of experience. This is very important. We
cannot overtax our mechanism of experience. Take rest. Spend some minutes before
sleep practicing the techniques of Eternal Light.
We are becoming the full Masters of Eternal Light, mastering fully the Art of Creating.
Very Good. Many Blessings.
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May 11, 2011
Master Lantos

Great Beings of Light Attracted by Every Session
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones.
Cindy:
And then He paused a long time so I asked Him a question:
“Is there a specific way we should be using our Pendant of Eternal Light in a BioGenesis
treatment?”
And here is His answer:
Lantos:
Our Beloved Master Tool: it is the Pendant of Eternal Light, the Pendant of the Process
of Creation, the lively Value of the Source of Creation; Eternal Light, the full Radiance
found within all and at the basis of all: Yes, our Beloved Master Tool of Eternal Light.
The BioGenesis treatment is that activity one may perform daily to uplift the full range of
individual existence from the surface physical level of life to the finest level of individual
expression. It will be very good. Yes, 15 to 20 minutes for the BioGenesis treatment
followed by 15 to 20 minutes of Creating.
The Process of Transformation is rapid. The Value of Time has accelerated. There is a
great Value of Acceleration which has been generated by the Presence of the Great
Universal Beings of Light and supported by the current Dynamics of Time. The Presence
of the Great Universal Beings raises the frequency of the daily Value of Life, the very
Presence Blesses all.
Now, we offer our full gratitude and respect to these Great Universal Beings through our
daily practices. This is our greatest contribution, the enlivenment of the Radiant Source
of Creation. For this, we devote time and attention: daily, daily practice. It is daily
recognition of the Supreme Value of Life we are so Blessed to be experiencing as this
process of the Great Transformation unfolds. It is the Emergence of Functioning at the
Higher Levels of Frequency: Action Engulfed in the Radiance of the Supreme Source of
Creation.
We are receiving this Knowledge of the highest level of life’s functioning from the Great
Universal Beings of Light present at this time.
Our Beloved Master Tool, the Pendant of Eternal Light, yes, two things: there are two
things: the person giving the treatment and the person receiving the treatment.
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Yes?
And, we have the Blessings of the Great Beings of Light which are attracted by every
session. Every Value of Enlivenment of the Light of Genesis is enjoyed by these
Beloved Beings of Light. They come to offer Blessings and they come to enjoy the
Enlivened Value of Radiance you have created by your practice. Yes.
The individual giving the treatment may wear or hold the Beloved Pendant of Eternal
Light. For the individual receiving the BioGenesis treatment there are many uses. It will
be very good to hang this Pendant in a position above the head or body of the individual
receiving the session. This, along with the Presence of the Pyramid and the Circle of
Wheels, will act as a strong force purifying and uplifting. We will discuss further uses
later. Yes. It is very good.
The Blessings from the Great Universal Beings are best received in that State of Stillness,
Silence.
Enjoy, Dear Ones, Enjoy. Many Blessings.
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May 18, 2011
Master Lantos

The Pendant of Eternal Light and BioGenesis Treatment
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Today we asked for the Blessed assistance from the Great Beings. It is a request. It is a
Desire. Today we will Desire the Smooth and Rapid Transformation out of the state of
shadows into the Full Illumination of the Enlivened Supreme Value of the Source of
Creation.
To Create, one Desires. Just this, to Create, to bring about, to generate into existence, we
Desire. The Ability to Create lies in the Knowledge of introducing the request,
introducing the Desire in the Presence of those Elements, those Forces capable of
bringing about the Fulfillment of that particular Desire.
If a store is selling only grapes, it is no good to ask for oranges. One must present one’s
Desire in an environment capable of supporting or Fulfilling that Desire. Then, it is a
simple matter of Fulfillment. Yes.
And, what is the role of our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light? This Pendant of Eternal
Light, this Master Tool of the Light of Genesis, enlivens the full range of expressions in
Creation. Our Pendant of Eternal Light enlivens the process of Creation itself, the steps
of the Process of Creating, the Initial Rotations of Creation.
In our BioGenesis Treatment, different Tools of Genesis are selected to direct the Light
of Genesis in specific ways, to enliven particular qualities of the Light of Genesis within
the individual. When we select the Flame of Genesis, we are sending the Fiery Radiance
of Genesis to penetrate and awaken the area of treatment by adding the Presence of our
Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light. We are enlivening the full range of Creation, all
aspects of Creation. Within this Enlivened Field, Desires get Fulfilled.
You may experiment during the BioGenesis Treatment.
Hang the Pendant of Eternal Light above the head or body of the person receiving the
treatment. This will influence the entire treatment. You may also place the Pendant of
Eternal Light directly on an area of the body for treatment. You may place it alone or
together with any other Tool of Genesis. You may also combine the Precious Pendant
with any Wheel. Yes, our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light may be held in both the
beginning, as well as the end, of the BioGenesis treatment.
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When we hold the Wand, it will be good to place the Pendant of Eternal Light upon the
Heart or center of the body. We place this Beloved Master Tool in the location of
primary focus. We may move this Tool about during the course of the treatment
combining it with other Blessed Tools used in the session.
Yes, our Blessed BioTrinities: it will be very good to combine our Pendant of Eternal
Light with the Blessed BioTrinities. It is a very powerful combination awakening the
most Fundamental Layer of Creation nourishing the Great Beings of Light.
We are practicing the Knowledge gained through the Presence of the Great Universal
Beings of Light. This is the Knowledge of the Highest States of functioning. This is the
Knowledge of action as this great process of Transformation is occurring. We are deeply
grateful for this Knowledge and for this, the Presence and attention, of these Great
Universal Beings.
Very Good. Many Blessings.
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May 25, 2011
Master Lantos

Happiness for All
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Creativity, Dear Ones, Yes: Creativity. Creativity is a by-product of gaining Mastery of
the Art of Creating. Creativity is the Expression of Possibility, the Emergence of the
Dynamics of Creation which give Rise to All of Creation. This is Creativity. Creativity
is a limitless array of Expression emerging from an Infinite Source. Creativity: the
limitless Sparks emerging from the pool of Creation. Creativity and Desire: what is
Desire?
A Desire contains the mechanics of the Process of Creation, the Art of Creation. This is
the Fullness of Desire. This is the Full Value of Desire. Within every Desire Flows the
Sparks of Intelligence, the Values of Creation which Structure Form. Yes, as we gain
familiarity with the Art of Creating, our Desires increase in strength and scope. As the
Sparks of Creativity are Enlivened within our practice of the Art of Creating, the process
of Desire is naturally strengthened. This is the great Value of our Blessed Pendant of
Eternal Light, our Beloved Master Tool: our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light harnesses
the array of the Sparks of Creativity.
We are enlivening and gaining familiarity, we may even say Mastery, over the Values of
Creation. Yes, it is Mastery of the Values of the Process of Creation. It is a beautiful
Process. And from our side, what is important, yes, what is important is the Practice. It
is not on the intellectual level of understanding. Our Beloved Master Tool, our Pendant
of Eternal Light, assembles the resources, enlivens the Values of this beautiful Process of
Creation.
Yes, by wearing our Precious Tool, holding this Precious Tool, we are Enlivening the
Values of the Process of Creation, within our Awareness, within our environment, within
all of Creation, yes. This is the simple Process. It is very beautiful.
We wear our Pendant of Eternal Light—we are Enlivening the Process of Creation. We
are Enlivening the Level of the Source of Creation. With this, yes, with this, we may add
other Tools. Yes, we are enlivening the Source of each Tool of Genesis with our Blessed
Master Tool of Genesis: very good. It is good? Yes, it is a fertilizer nourishing the
Fundamental Basis of every Tool of Genesis Enlivening that Level of the Source of
Creation.
Let us consider the BioAmplifier. When we combine our Pendant of Eternal Light with
the BioAmplifier, the BioAmplifier maintains its value as a loud speaker; however, the
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results and range are increased. We say results because Enlivenment of the Fundamental
Level of Creation Enlivens the greatest Value of Directorship, the greatest Knowledge:
Knowledge of All Realms of Space and Time, the entire functioning of the Cosmic
regions. The results will be guided by this Infinite Value of Intelligence, a very great ally
in our Process of Enlivening the Light of Genesis in a particular direction.
We are also increasing the range of the Influence. Yes, when we are utilizing this
Beloved Master Tool, it is very important to consider the Intent. We place an Iintent with
our BioTranslator for every BioGenesis treatment session. With our Beloved Master
Tool, the Intent is Enlivened on the most Fundamental Level of Creation.
The Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light: these are the Dynamics which Structure the whole
of Creation. The whole of Creation Emerges through this Process out of the Blessings of
the Supreme Source of Creation.
As we gain familiarity, greater and greater familiarity with this Blessed Process, we will
find that every thought and every action receives great support, great strength—support
of the very Great Elemental Forces of Creation. Every thought, every Impulse which
enters our Awareness is Enlivened with this Fundamental Energy of Creation. It is the
lively field of Universal Energy. Let us have the Intent of Happiness. It is a very strong
and powerful Desire. This one Desire contains great and far reaching effects, Happiness
for All.
Many Blessings, Dear Ones.
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June 1, 2011
Master Lantos

Sweeping Changes
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We are Blessed to be part of this great cycle of Time. It is the rise of the full Value of the
Light of Genesis on Earth. It is the Unfoldment of the Eternal Light of the Source of
Creation on the Expressed Level of Living. This is the Transformation; the Earth, the
people, the atmosphere will experience Great Change, Sweeping Change, in this period
of Transformation.
Protection is needed. We are receiving great assistance from the Great Universal Beings
of Light: Protection, Assistance and Knowledge.
But we must also Act. Our action, our Knowledge, our skills must be put to use to help
ourselves and to help others. We are Blessed with the necessary Tools: these are the
Tools of Genesis, the Radiant Tools of Light which deliver great energy, great
purification to the people, to the environment. We are Blessed with the Knowledge, the
great Knowledge of Creating. Yes. This is the Knowledge of Creation.
The Tools of Light: the Master Tools of Genesis, the Knowledge of the Source of
Creation, do you see the great Blessings which are at your fingertips? You have received
these Supreme Blessings. Now is the time to use them.
When we see disturbance in the environment, we must Act, disturbance on any level:
disturbance on the level of the climate, the weather, disturbance on the level of the
functioning of the body, the health, disturbance on the level of the society, the dollars, the
wealth and the governing of many peoples. When we see even disturbances on the
structural level of Earth’s form: the earthquakes, the rising waters, we must Act.
We have been Blessed with Precious Knowledge and Tools. It is in our hands to guide
and uplift the course of events. It is in our hands. The Knowledge is in our possession.
We are very Blessed to have received this Supreme Knowledge of Creating. We are
Masters of the Art of Creating.
Now we will begin our advanced training in the Course of Eternal Light, the advanced
program mastering the Art of Ability. Yes?
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These are the Tools, the Tools and the Knowledge which have been offered to the
Blessed individuals responsible for guiding the flow of events on Earth, during this
period of the Great Transformation.
Dear Ones, you have the support and Blessings of the Great Host of Winged Angels.
You have the Blessings of the Great Universal Beings present on Earth at this Blessed
Time. The assistance is there for you. Make your calls to receive this Blessed assistance.
These are Mighty Forces of Light. You may make your requests to the Mighty Forces of
Light. You are Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Supreme Knowledge of
Creating, now Act.
In these coming months there will be great need for your Knowledge, your skills. You
are training. But, like the doctor, like the soldier, much of your training and advancement
will come through the actual use of your skills. You have the great responsibility to
assist with this sweeping shift for Earth and all of the people on Earth.
Now, Act.
Many Blessings.
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June 8, 2011
Master Lantos

Food is a Blessing
Lantos:
Greetings,
Change, Dear Ones, the nature of Transformation is not always a smooth and effortless
process. We are seeing the events occurring in different parts of the world today. There
is always a need for food, food which is safe to eat. It is a most basic requirement of life.
As we prepare our food, we offer thanks to the Blessed Great Beings of Light. We offer
our thanks that this need for nourishment has been fulfilled. We offer our thanks for this
safe food which will enrich our lives and sustain our bodies. Food is a Blessing.
We will increase the Value of our food greatly by placing our food before a BioAmplifier
and Translator. Establish an area in your kitchen. Simply leave a BioAmplifier and a
Translator in this location. Above these Tools hang our Precious Master Tool: our
Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light.
Place your desire under these Tools. It may be a desire to receive the Blessings of this
food for health and for happiness. If a member of the family has a job interview place
that desire under these Tools and then feed that individual this transformed food.
The food is a most basic element of the lives. Even at a restaurant it will be good to hold
our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light above your plate before you begin to eat. Always,
we offer thanks to the Blessed Great Beings of Light. Food is a gift. Nourishment is a
gift. We are Blessed to receive these gifts.
Cindy:
And He paused right then so I asked Him, how long should we hold the Pendant of
Eternal Light above our food in the restaurant, above our plate?
Lantos:
Until it has been Blessed. It may be only a few seconds, it may require a little longer.
Our Beloved Masters of the Light of Genesis, our Blessed Masters of the Art of Creating,
these Dear Ones may now perceive when this process is complete. Go by your feelings.
Your feelings are rapidly developing finely tuned accuracy. You are achieving great
advancement through your daily practices.
And, do most people have a Circle of Wheels around the kitchen?
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Cindy:
And that was His question and He paused so I said, ‘I’m not sure if people have a Circle
of Wheels around their kitchen.’
Lantos:
A Circle of Wheels around either the area in which the food is prepared or around the
area in which the food is eaten.
Cindy:
And He paused again so I said, ‘I don’t know how many people actually have a Circle of
Wheels around their kitchen because I said that I think a lot of people are putting a Circle
of Wheels around their beds and I said I don’t know how many sets of Circles of Wheels
people have in one house.’ And, so then I just paused. And He said:
Lantos:
It can be the job of the children in the household to move the Circle of Wheels to the
dining area before the food is eaten and return the Wheels following the meal. Or, if one
is living alone, you may place the Blessed five BioTrinities around the dining area during
the meal times. Five is less than twenty seven. This will not require as much time. And,
although the Value gained will be different in its nature, there will be very great Value to
this placement.
Yes, the food: we must keep our bodies well nourished. Do not skip the meals. The
food is a Blessing. The food is a Blessing. It is very important to stop and receive this
Blessing.
Cindy:
And then there was a long pause, He didn’t say anything at that point. So then I asked
Him if there was anything that we should be doing for these tornadoes that we’re having.
Lantos:
Wear the Shield. If you hear the tornado winds approaching, hang a Shield above the
front door. You may even use tape if it is a great hurry or simply place it on the floor by
the front door.
Yes, the winds of purification are blowing strongly in this period of advancement. It is
Very Important to Keep Safe. Always carry a Shield as you travel.
Very good, many Blessings.
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June 15, 2011
Master Lantos

Our Actions Have Far Reaching Effects
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Our actions have far reaching effects. When an action is performed, the effects generated
travel out in both the fields of Time and Direction. The effects of an action travel out in
Time impacting the environment as well as Creating an impact on the individual who
initiated the action—the environment as well as the individual. The impact of action is
carried with an individual. The imprint of every action is stored on many layers of
existence.
Dear Ones, it is important to understand the significance of Action. The effects are also
stored in the memory. We may call it memory of the location of the event. When a war
is waged on a field, the memory of this action is stored in that location. The action’s
Influence also reaches the Finer Layers of Existence. The action’s influence is recorded
on every Layer of Creation.
Now, there is another important point to understand: as the effects of an action are
dispersed throughout Time and throughout Location, felt by the many layers of existence,
a series of re-actions will occur. A reaction is a response to an action. An action
received generates a reaction. And, in which direction will this reaction travel—in the
direction of its source, in the direction of the source of the action.
An action has several sources: one source is the Individual associated with the action,
another source is the Location in which the action was performed and finally, even the
Timing of the action may be considered to be a source of this event. Yes, this is the
course of Action. Do you understand?
When a positive action is performed, the individual as well as the location receives
Blessings. When a negative action is performed not only does the individual receive the
ill effects from this action but also the location is weakened by the negative effects.
If you discover that your house was built on top of a battlefield, it will be very good to
take steps to uplift the location. This process may be accomplished through the use of
our Blessed Master Tools of the Light of Genesis. To cleanse the memory on the level of
the individual, we drink the Blessed Holy Waters, our Beloved Elixir of Life. To cleanse
the effects of battle or wrong action on the level of environment, we offer the Presence of
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our Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light. These Blessed Tools have the capacity to cleanse
the imprint of the stamp of action.
As we continue to develop our skills as Masters of the Light of Genesis and Masters of
the Art of Creating, it is very important to cleanse our surroundings. As we gain greater
power and greater Purity, our individual signature radiates with greater brilliance and
may be seen from a great distance. Actions seeking to return to their source in the form
of reaction will find it easier to locate the individual who shines with a great Radiance.
It is Very Important that we Purify the effects of negative action. It is Very Important
that we re-establish the Proper Sequence Code within the physical structure of the body
as well as Enliven the Sequence Code of Creation within the structure of the
environment. Yes?
Very good.
Many Blessings.
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June 22, 2011
Master Lantos

The Dynamics of Creating
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
All of Creation Emerges out of the beautiful process of the dynamics of Initial Rotations,
the dynamics of Creating. It is a Process of Rotations. It is the same process for the
Creation of any object, any result. Yes, the process is the same.
Great individuals throughout history, great leaders, great Holy persons, creative and
intellectual giants of their period, these remarkable individuals all share a common
Ability, that Ability to function in a greater or lesser value applying the Fundamental
Techniques of the Process of Creating: the Art of Creating.
Those individuals recognized for clear vision and foresight are the Blessed individuals
equipped with an Awakened Ability to perceive the Sublime Value of the Source of
Creation, the Process of Creating, the Art of Creating. Yes, Ability, Ability, Awakened
Ability. In our advanced program of instruction in the Art of Creating, the Course of
Eternal Light, we are awakening Ability. Yes. We are awakening Supreme Ability.
And, what Emerges out of this Awakening of Ability? Out of the Awakened state of
Ability Emerges Fulfillment. We are gaining Fulfillment: Fullness of supply of all
object, all quality, all of space and Time—all is full. Ability is Fullness of All. And, this
Fullness is gained through the awakening of the Source of Creation, the Source of
Creation dawning on the conscious level of awareness gaining the Awakened state of
action and functioning on the everyday level of living, the day to day level of life.
The Great Universal Beings of Light, those Great Beings embodying the Supreme Values
of Universal Truths, have brought to Earth the Blessed Knowledge of the functioning for
the advancing times, the Age of Eternal Light, functioning with the Tools of Light, the
Tools of Genesis, functioning in the Age of the Light of Genesis. Yes, Their Presence is
a Great Blessing.
And, it is through the Silence that the Knowledge is delivered. Knowledge is delivered
through a whisper. This Silence may be achieved in the restful moments before bed or in
the quiet early hours of the morning: Silence. For a Master of the Light of Genesis,
Silence may be experienced at any moment of the day.
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This Knowledge which has arrived through the Presence of the Great Universal Beings of
Light, this Knowledge must be received by our Beloved Masters of the Light. Dear
Masters, it is a limitless fountain of Blessings. The Source of Creation, the Sublime
Radiance of the Source of Creation, is a limitless Source. And what Emerges? All, all
life, all, yes, that which is required Emerges.
This is the state of Fulfillment, access at every moment to all that is required, Fulfillment
of every need, every Desire. This is the great Value of Life; this is the Fulfillment of the
Blessing of Life: Happiness, Fulfillment.
It is very beautiful. Very good, it is very good.
Many Blessings.
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June 29, 2011
Master Lantos

This Light is the Answer to All Needs
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
There are many changes occurring in the World at this time. These events are brought
about by the currents of Transformation, the currents of Time. Our responsibility is to
Guide, to Assist, to Direct. This is the role of a Master.
You are Masters of the Light which shines with Sublime Radiance, the Light which
illumines all, the Light of the Source of Creation, Masters of this Light, Masters of the
Light. This Light is the answer to all needs. All problems find their solutions--problems
find Fulfillment in the Radiance of this Sublime Light.
Masters of the Light of Genesis, the winds of change Create the Waves moving this way
and that way, affecting one part of the World this way, affecting another part of the
World, another way.
Using your Blessed Tools, you will find ways to navigate and guide these currents, these
Waves that will rock the boat of Life. The Blessed Tools of Genesis and the Master
Tools, the Beloved Master Tools, Tools of the Master, in your hands you can accomplish
great things with the Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light.
Now, for our Masters, we are offering the advanced instruction in Creating. You would
like to have this Knowledge, this Knowledge of Ability? It is this Knowledge that will
allow you to become a Master of these many Waves. There are many Waves of
Transformation: Ability, Master of the Waves.
And now we will formulate these programs of instruction, the instruction of mastering
Ability. We will offer this instruction from our Blessed Seat of Eternal Light, the Seat of
Eternal Radiance, the Seat of the Great Universal Beings of Light. From here this
Knowledge will Emerge.
We will offer this program around the World from this Blessed Seat of Eternal Light.
You will connect with the World and offer this Knowledge of Creation, this Knowledge
of Ability, from this Blessed Holy Seat.
Now, make a schedule for these Courses. This Knowledge should be shared with all
from this Blessed Seat. We need many Masters of the Great Waves of Transformation.
Let us offer this Knowledge to all.
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You will instruct the classes from this Blessed Seat. You will offer the Knowledge from
this Seat of Universal Light, the Seat of Universal Knowledge. Make arrangements. We
will offer this program to all.
The Light, the Sublime Light of this Blessed Seat of Universal Knowledge will be
offered to all.
Yes. Good. Many Blessings.
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July 6, 2011
(given on Monday July 4, 2011)
Master Lantos

From Our Seat of Eternal Light, the Waves of Knowledge Spread to All
Lantos:
Greetings and Blessings from the Seat of Eternal Light, the location on Earth Blessed by
the Presence of the Triumphant Beings of Supreme Glory, the Great Beings of Light, the
Great Beings of Knowledge, the Universal Beings responsible for all of Creation. It is
from here that Knowledge gets Enlivened; Great Knowledge gets Awakened. Great
Knowledge is Awakened and Emerges as Waves of Light, the Pure Radiant Light of
Knowledge.
This Light, this Pure Radiant Light is the Light of Creation, the Light of Genesis. Great
Knowledge is structured in the Light of Creation, the Light of Genesis. This Light, this
Light of Genesis, is the Pure Radiance of the enlivenment of the Sublime Source of
Creation. All Knowledge is awake in this State of Fullness. All Knowledge is awake in
the Fullness of the Source of Creation, all Knowledge. It is very beautiful.
The Sublime Radiance of the Source of Creation contains all Knowledge. It is the
Sublime Radiance of the Fully Awakened State of all Knowledge. This Sublime
Radiance, this Radiance of the Source of Creation, we give a name to this. This is the
Radiance of Eternal Light, Eternal Light.
Our Blessed Founders have structured a physical base, a Seat for this Highest Value of
Creation, a Seat for the enlivenment of this Pure Radiance of Eternal Light.
Dear Ones, Knowledge Emerges from the Source of Knowledge. And the Source of
Knowledge is the Radiant Sublime Light of the Source of Creation. This is the Precious
Role of the Seat of Eternal Light. It is the physical base, the physical Seat for this Divine
Radiant Light of the Source of Creation. All Knowledge is awake in the fullness of the
Source of Creation. The Seat of Eternal Light is the Seat of all Knowledge, the Seat of
the Sublime Universal Radiance, the physical Seat of Universal Radiance, on Earth.
From here, Knowledge Emerges.
The Great Universal Beings of Light enliven certain qualities of Light, certain aspects of
Light, certain aspects of Knowledge. This is our Blessed Seat of Eternal Light, a great
Blessing for all and the Source of the Knowledge of our Courses of Eternal Light. This is
the Knowledge to bring about the rapid and smooth Transformation, to bring about the
awakening of the State of Fullness, the Fullness of Eternal Light for all. Yes.
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Yes, Dear Ones, this is our Beloved Seat of Eternal Light. From our Seat of Eternal
Light, the Waves of Knowledge spread to all, the rolling Waves of Fully Awakened
Knowledge, Radiant Beams of Eternal Light; cascading Waves of Universal Values of
Creation spread the Sublime Radiance of Eternal Light to all from our Beloved physical
Seat of Eternal Light.
Very beautiful.
The Divine Radiance of the Pure Light of the Source of Creation is the same Brilliant
Radiance of the Fullness of all Knowledge. It is the same Eternal Light. It is the same
Eternal Light. From here, the Seat of Eternal Light, the Knowledge of Eternal Light will
spread to all, enlivening all, awakening Eternal Light in all.
And now, from here, we enliven all Knowledge.
This message is for all to hear this week and is to be heard at the beginning of every
Course of Eternal Light: the introduction to the Advanced Course of Eternal Light.
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July 13, 2011
(given on Sunday, July 10, 2011)
Master Lantos

Through this Knowledge You will gain Freedom and Mastery
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
It is a Blessed Day; we are Blessed by the Knowledge of Eternal Light. We have
experienced the awakening of the Fullness of Knowledge, the Knowledge of Eternal
Light.
Precious Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating, dear Masters of
Ability; with this Knowledge, this Sublime Knowledge of Eternal Light, you are world
Ambassadors, Ambassadors of the Sublime Radiance of Eternal Light.
With the enlivenment of this Knowledge, you will be capable of moving about in all
worlds at all times according to your own desires. As boundaries are dissolved, freedom
is gained, freedom from the state of suffering, freedom from the state of bondage. You
are creating an infinite existence, a State of Sublime Fulfillment. This is the highest
teaching, this is the Highest Knowledge. And, this Knowledge has Emerged owing to the
Great Light which has been Generated, the Enlivenment of the Great Light of Genesis on
Earth, the Enlivenment of Eternal Light on Earth. This Knowledge is Timely.
Knowledge is Needed for Transformation. Great Knowledge is Required for Great
Transformation. This is Timely Knowledge. This Knowledge was brought to us by the
Great Universal Beings of Light, the Beloved Universal Beings of Sublime Knowledge
and Sublime Radiance. The enlivenment of this Great Knowledge brings about a Great
Awakening in our sphere of Creation. And, through this Knowledge you will gain
freedom, freedom and mastery, freedom to move about from this world to other worlds
without limitation. This, and many other Abilities, may be obtained.
Knowledge enlivens Ability; Knowledge awakens Ability. This is the Knowledge of
Eternal Light Awakened and Emerging from our Precious Seat of Eternal Light. We
offer our deepest appreciation, our deepest gratitude, for the enlivenment of this Sublime
Knowledge.
Dear Ones, today is the Day of the Enlivenment of Eternal Light. We celebrate today the
Fullness of Eternal Light. Yes, beautiful, the beautiful Radiance.
Very good. Many Blessings.
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July 20, 2011
Master Lantos

Apply this Knowledge for the Great Transformation of Earth
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Supreme Knowledge, enlivenment of Supreme Knowledge: Supreme Knowledge is
Enlivened on Earth, this Knowledge is the Knowledge for the Great Transformation. The
Universe is a grand coordinated system of energy and intelligence. In order to achieve a
vast Transformation on Earth, the Great Universal Knowledge must be Awakened.
Intelligence Flows, Energy Flows, Life Flows in the Waves of Motion. Transformation
Emerges out of the Enlivened State of Motion. Divine Transformation arises out of the
Pure Awakened State of Knowledge.
Dear Ones, Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating, Dear
Masters of the Art of Ability, you are in possession of the Knowledge for
Transformation, the techniques and Tools for Transformation. Blessed Masters of the Art
of Ability, you are in possession of the Great Knowledge of Ability, the Fourth Quadrant
of Creation. We ask you now to use this Knowledge, to practice this Knowledge, to
apply this Knowledge for the Great Transformation of Earth.
This is the responsibility held by all those in possession of Knowledge. We must use the
Knowledge in our possession, enliven the Knowledge we have received. The support
will be unimaginable. You will receive support from forces which you may not imagine
or envision: Great Forces of Light.
It is the correct Path of Action, the Path of the Enlivenment of the Supreme Knowledge at
this time of Great Transformation. This, Dear Ones, is correct action, Blessed action.
For this performance of Blessed action, you will receive Universal Blessings. As you
proceed with this path of Blessed action, you will gain great bursts of insight, great
flashes of inspiration, inspiration to assist your fellow Beings on Earth at this time.
There is much to be done. At this time Knowledge is required. The enlivenment of this
Supreme Universal Knowledge is required to bring about Transformation. Gain this
Knowledge, practice this Knowledge. You are the Beacons of the Light of Genesis,
Beacons of the Knowledge of Eternal Light.
Dear Ones, continue with the evening minutes of Silence. This is the time of Knowledge,
the enlivenment and expansion of Knowledge. It is a Great Blessing. During these
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moments of Silence, you may hold the Pendant of Eternal Light along with a BioTrinity.
This attracts the Great Beings of Light. Yes, our Blessed Master Tool, the Pendant of
Eternal Light, is enlivening this Value of the Source of Creation. Bless your food
through the use of this Master Tool. Bless your homes with the Presence of this Master
Tool. You will find many daily uses for this Blessed Master Tool.
We are in possession of the Highest Blessings, the Knowledge of Creating.
Dear Ones, you have great assistance available to you at this time, it is a very Great
Blessing, a very Great Blessing. Very good.
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July 27, 2011
Master Lantos

Strength is Required at this Time
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Transformation: We are on the doorstep of Transformation.
At this time, much attention in the world is being placed upon setting the proper course
for the future. The thoughts of the leaders of every nation are dedicated to charting the
steps of action for the future of the people.
What is the basis for this time of deep consideration, deep planning? The basis is the
time period of Transformation, the flow of time, the direction of the course of events has
brought us to the doorstep of the Great Transformation. This Transformation is not on an
unnoticed Level of Existence hidden from the view of daily life. No, this Transformation
is on the functional level of everyday life affecting the course of events on a global scale.
2011: we are experiencing the rising Waves of Change. We will see many changes
occurring within these preliminary Waves. Now, Dear Ones, we are equipped with Great
Knowledge, the Knowledge of Creating. With this Knowledge, with our Beloved Master
Tools of Eternal Light, with our Beloved Tools of Genesis, all is possible. All is
possible.
At this time, at this time, let us provide our skills as we have received through our
Blessed Courses of Eternal Light. Let us offer this Sublime Level of Assistance to this
Great Nation and to the World. This is the Greatest Level of Assistance. It is Assistance
on the Fundamental Level of Creation, on the Level of the Impulses which Emerge to
Form the Structures of Expression. This is True Assistance.
Dear Masters of the Light of Genesis, the Great Universal Beings of Light are Present.
Now, Desire: Desire for the Strength of the Nation, Strength of the World. Place a map
of your Nation in the Circle of Wheels with a Pendant of Eternal Light positioned above
the map. Place a First Rays BioTrinity on top of the Nation’s Capitol.
In your practice with the techniques of Creating, desire for the Strength of the Nation.
We are entering the time of Transformation. Strength is required during this time. The
greatest strength is found in the Highest Knowledge. You, Dear Ones, possess the
Highest Knowledge, the Knowledge of Eternal Light.
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Wear or carry with you the Blessed Master Tool, the Pendant of Eternal Light. Wear, or
carry with you, the Shield of Genesis.
Very Good. Very Good. Many Blessings.
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August 3, 2011
Master Lantos

The BioTrinities in a BioGenesis Session
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Cindy:
And He was silent so I asked Him, “How do you use the BioTrinities in a BioGenesis
treatment session?”
Lantos:
Yes. Yes. Very Good. The Beloved BioTrinities. Yes. We will use our Precious Tools of
the Fiery Light of Creation. These Tools will awaken the vision, the Fiery Vision of
Truth. And where do we find this Truth? Truth is located at the basis of all existence,
on the most Refined Level of Existence. Truth, the Pure Light of Truth.
Let us Enliven this Pure Value, the Fiery Light of Truth at the end of our Blessed
BioGenesis session, after the work of the purification is accomplished, after the toxins are
released. Yes. As we have gained a state of settled Purity, this is the time for our
Blessed awakening, the Awakening of this Pure Value of Creation within our experience.
We are awakening the Vision. And what is Vision? It is the Vision of the Pure Aspect of
all of Creation. It is the Vision of the Sublime Source of Creation, the Vision of the
Creator. This is Vision. This, yes, this is the Vision we wish to enjoy.
And what is gained through this Fiery Vision? What is accomplished through this
experience of this Fiery Purity? We develop that State of inner Radiance. Radiance is
life. To be filled with Radiance is to be filled with the Light of life’s Purest Value. It is a
Great Wave of Purity, a Great Wave which Flows through all Levels of Existence.
Life Emerges out of this Radiance. Enlivenment of this level of Fiery Radiance is a
Great Gift of Life. Experience of this Radiance brings about an increase to the Precious
span of Life. It is an increase to the Life, an increase to the years of Life. Yes, after the
purification let us experience the Radiance.
You may use one BioTrinity or you may use more than one. The individual may hold
the BioTrinity or position the BioTrinities on different areas of the body.
You may continue the use with the Flame but it is best if the work with the BioAmplifier
is completed before the use of the BioTrinities. Then, at the completion of the session, we
hold the Wand.
Good. Do you have questions?
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Cindy:
So, I just restated what He had said, “…So, we’re supposed to stop using the
BioAmplifier before we put the BioTrinities on the person?” And, I also asked, “Can we
still be using the other Tools, like the Wheels, or should those also be off the person?”
So I actually ended with “Can we be using the other Tools and the Wheels as well?”
Lantos:
Yes. The BioTrinities and the Wheels may be used together. Position the BioTrinities
last.
Yes? Good. Very Good.
Cindy:
Where should we place the BioTrinities on the body? Are there any best places? Does it
matter which colors go where or just any place?
Lantos:
Along the centerline of the body is best. From the centerline, life flows out to the arms
and legs. Very Good.
The Green is good in the mid-region of the body, the Heart to the stomach. The Aqua
Blue is above that. The Light Violet and First Rays are located in the region of the head
and the Pink may be used in any location or may even be combined with other Tools of
Genesis.
Yes? Very Good. Good.
Enlivenment of the Fullness of Knowledge: we are preparing for the great Enlivenment
of the Fullness of the Advanced Knowledge of Creating: Ability. Ability. Good.
Course participants may prepare for this program by receiving Rest. Rest before the
Knowledge. Rest after the Knowledge. In this way, the greatest Value is gained. Good.
It is a very beautiful period of time, the awakening of the Fullness of Knowledge,
Fullness of Radiance.
We are very fortunate, Dear Ones. We are very Blessed to have this Knowledge
Enlivened for the Blessings and Fulfillment of All. Yes. Fulfillment for All.
Many Blessings, Dear Ones.
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August 10, 2011
Master Lantos

The World is On the Path to the Great Awakening
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
The World is on the path to the Great Awakening. The World is on the path to complete
Enlivenment of the concrete level of Physical Existence, Awakened to the Full Value of
the Radiant Light of Genesis. It is so Beautiful.
We have created a world on the path to awakening. Awakening. Fullness.
In previous times, the Knowledge was missing, the Knowledge to bring about the Great
Transformation. Yes, Transformation is brought about through the Great Blessings of
Knowledge: such a beautiful Blessing: Knowledge, the Knowledge of Creating. With this
Knowledge, Eternity gets Awakened, Infinity gets Enlivened within the physical,
Concrete State of Existence.
This is the proper understanding of the status of this Knowledge of Creating. This
Knowledge of Creating is the Supreme Authority, we uphold this Knowledge of Creating
above all else.
Time bows before Knowledge: a very beautiful reality. It is very simple. Through this
Blessed, Supreme Value of Knowledge, we are on the path to the Great Transformation.
In this Time, reality shifts.
Dear Ones, we are very Blessed to have this Knowledge made available to us at this
critical time in Earth’s existence. We are enlivening Eternity, the Field of Eternity.
The Advanced Course of Eternal Light is the course to bring about the Knowledge
necessary for the Great Transformation. Enlivenment of this Advanced Course of Eternal
Light, enlivenment of the Value of Ability: This is the Supreme Knowledge for The
Great Transformation.
Dear Ones, take some time every day, devote some time every day to the practice of this
Precious Knowledge.
We are very Blessed. It is very Beautiful. Good. We have many Masters of Ability,
Masters of Eternal Light.
Very Good. Many Blessings.
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August 17, 2011
Master Lantos

We have the Awakening of Truth
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Truth: with our Precious BioTrinities we have the awakening of Truth, the enlivenment
of Truth; it is the Pure Light of Truth, the Light of Genesis. The Truth is One, and yet
this Truth may be spoken of, may be described, in many ways.
The Creation Emerges into different realms out of the Field of One. This is the
Unfoldment of Truth. When we say it is a Field of Eternal Light, we are saying it is a
Field of Eternal Truth. This One Truth Emerges as different realms of Creation.
This is the department of the BioTrinities: the Unfoldment of Truth into the different
realms of Creation.
When we say Truth, when we speak of the Fiery Light of Truth, we speak of the One
Reality, the Ultimate Eternal Reality. It is very beautiful. This is the Light of Genesis.
Now, what is the connection between the Beloved Pendant of Eternal Light and the
BioTrinity? This is a beautiful connection within Creation. Our Pendant of Eternal
Light: with this Master Tool, we enliven the very basis of all existence, all of Creation,
the totality of Creation, the Fullness of Eternal Light. It is Fullness, the Awakened State
of Fullness.
And now, we introduce the Precious BioTrinities, governors of the Light of Truth, the
Fiery Pure Value of Light which initiates the direction for the formation of the various
aspects of Creation.
With each BioTrinity the Fullness of Eternal Light is sent in motion. Our Precious
BioTrinities guide the flow of the Supreme Value of the process of Creation as it
Emerges into the different Aspects of Creation. Together, Pendant of Eternal Light and
BioTrinity: Creation Emerges.
The BioTrinities may be said to be the direct expression of the Light of Genesis, the Light
of Truth.
Yes?
So now we see the meaning of the BioTrinity. Together the Pendant of Eternal Light and
the BioTrinities, together, these are the Mighty Tools for Transformation.
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Life: Life, Dear Ones, is Transformation, one day into the next. One may call this
sequential process of Transformation: Evolution. Do you want change? Change from
the state of disease to the state of health? This is the process of Transformation.
For this process we may use our Beloved Waters of Life, our Elixir of Life along with our
Pendant of Eternal Light and BioTrinity.
You see?
Combined with other Tools of Genesis the BioTrinity and Pendant of Eternal Light bring
about the state of rapid and complete Transformation. We may combine the use of these
Tools with the Flame, the Wand, the BioTranslator, even the Blessed Wings.
Yes, you see?
This is the Knowledge emerging, the Knowledge for The Great Transformation. This
Knowledge is emerging from the Blessed Great Universal Beings of Light. Yes. Very
Good.
The Knowledge of Creating, the Knowledge of Ability, the enlivenment of great
Knowledge for Great Transformation.
Very Good. Many Blessings.
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August 24, 2011
Master Lantos

In Many Cases, the Old Structures Must Go
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We are making the impossible, possible.
Daily. Daily practice. Daily experiences.
The whole of Society, the entire structure and framework of Society must be turned
upside down. This is Transformation. The whole thing must be turned upside down.
Those elements which have dominated in terms of their expression in Society, those
things will lose their status of importance. They will lose their grip, their stronghold on
Society. Those structures, the frameworks of Society, will either be uprooted or will be
seen in a new Light, the Light of Knowledge, the Light of Genesis.
These structures will be filled with the Radiance of the Light of Knowledge or they will
be overturned through the process of Indomitable Strength. It is a mighty force of Time,
a mighty force of Transformation, which is riding on the Wave of Time. It is an Immense
Wave which approaches. This Great Wave is the Expression of Inexhaustible Energy.
Transformation is the Force which harnesses the Great, this Great Energy. This is the
nature of the Wave which approaches. This is the nature of the Transformation which
approaches.
In many cases the old structures must go. These old structures, by their limitations,
cannot support the Fullness of Light. However, as the environment is filled with the
Blessed Energy from the process of Creating, the daily practice of the techniques of
Creating and Ability, with this enlivenment comes Transformation.
This is a more gradual Transformation. It is a process which can Transform gradually a
solid and stationary object infusing it regularly with the Light of Genesis, enlivening its
structure in such a way that, during the coming times of rapid and forceful
Transformation, the structure may withstand the impact of change. In other words, it may
be capable of realizing a New State Awakened by the Fullness of the Light of Genesis.
In either case, the Structures will be new. Either the old ones will be annihilated or they
will be Transformed: limitations replaced by the Eternal Infinite Value of the Light of
Genesis.
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Yes, Dear Ones, this is the significance of your practice; this is the significance of your
efforts with your training in the Courses of Eternal Light.
You are setting the course for the Path of Transformation for the whole of Society.
Yes, Dear Ones, you are Directors of the Great Light. This is your Role. Use daily your
Knowledge. Use daily your Tools. These are the Great Tools of Light. This is the Great
Knowledge for the Great Transformation.
Yes, Dear Ones, you see the structures shaking. You see the structures shaking.
We have the Knowledge. We have the Master Tools of Eternal Light. We are
responsible for enlivening the Radiance of Eternal Light within all of Society.
Our task is Immense. Our responsibility is great. Blessed Ones, continue your efforts
daily.
It is very good. Blessings.
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August 31, 2011
Master Lantos

Make Good Use of This Blessing
Which Has Not Been Available to Mankind for Aeons
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Let us discuss Knowledge, the Great Knowledge of Creating; this Great Knowledge
which has been Awakened through our Beloved Courses of Eternal Light: our Courses of
Creating, our Sublime Courses of Ability. Yes, this is Great Knowledge. This is the
Knowledge which has been offered to this society at this critical time in human existence.
This is the Great Knowledge which is paving the way, forming the basis, for the coming
Transformation.
This Knowledge is Truth. This Truth is specifically given to us for our time. It’s the
time. Knowledge is given for the specific time. As Knowledge arises it is Enlivened
owing to the Time. Knowledge may be attributed to the individual who speaks it out,
who announces it, who arrives at it. However, it is not the individual, it is the Time
which is truly responsible for the Emergence of Great Knowledge.
Now, with this Knowledge of Creating, this Knowledge of Ability, this is a very
significant Time. The significance of this Time has been foretold for many thousands of
years. It’s very beautiful.
This Great Time is now accompanied by the Emergence of this Great Knowledge. They
are linked together. One will not exist without the other. The arrival of one announces
the arrival of the other. Yes. So this is why we are so very fortunate to be present at this
Great Time in human existence. We are the Blessed recipients of this Sublime
Knowledge as it Emerges, as it is Awakened, as it gets Enlivened. The experiences will
become more and more expressed, more and more concrete, as the Time unfolds. As
Time progresses, the level of experiences will change.
When we say, “Masters of Creating,” this is not simply a title or an expression we are
offering. No, this is the expression of the Truth of realizing this level of development in
daily life. This Knowledge is beautiful. It is spoken of so clearly and in a language
which can be understood by all. This is the validity of Great Knowledge. Knowledge,
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which cannot be understood or cannot be applied to life, is not Knowledge. Great
Knowledge Emerges when the Time is right.
This is the Time, Dear Ones. Make good use of this Blessing which has not been
available to mankind for aeons.
You are becoming Masters of the Art of Creating, Masters of Ability. You are enlivening
the infinite Value of Eternal Light in daily existence. This Knowledge is Awakened at
our Beloved Seat of Eternal Light. This Knowledge springs from our Beloved Seat of
Eternal Light, the physical seat of Great Universal Knowledge on Earth.
This is a very great Blessing for all.
Yes, Dear Ones, enjoy these Great Blessings. Enjoy.
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September 7, 2011
Master Lantos

A Brief Description of Each BioTrinity
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Cindy:
And then He paused so I asked Him a question, which we’ve had-- written down several
questions in case we get the opportunity.
I asked, “Can we have information about wearing or carrying the BioTrinities? And,
what do the different colors represent when wearing them?
Here’s His answer:
Lantos:
Very good, we will address now the questions of when to use and how to use our Beloved
BioTrinities. These Precious Tools, our Beloved BioTrinities, are the Precipitated Forms
of the Expressions of the Almighty Source of Creation.
The Source of Creation: this Infinite Source of Intelligence, moves into Creation through
these Five Blessed Forms of Expression. Each form carries the Energy of the Infinite
Almighty Blessed Source. Each form reflects a particular expression of the Limitless
Nature of the Great Fountainhead of all Creation.
In carrying these Tools, in wearing these Tools, we enliven the direct experience with this
precipitated aspect of the Source of Creation. Yes? It is clear?
Now, we will offer an Invitation to the Great Almighty Source when it is appropriate,
when the timing and conditions are appropriate. We do not invite the special guests to
our home when we are cleaning out the cupboards. We do not invite the special guests to
come with us out to a restaurant with a tasteless atmosphere or to a party with a
disruptive crowd. No, we save our Honored guests from these embarrassments. We
enhance our good relationship through respect.
We offer respect for their
accomplishments and high post.
The Act of Creating is the Highest Level of Accomplishment. The greatest respect is
offered to that Beloved Source of All; therefore, we will say that the wearing of the
BioTrinities is dependent somewhat upon the conditions, the conditions, of the
environment, the conditions of the quality and direction of the attention of the individual
wearing or carrying the Blessed Tool. In this way, maximum benefits may be received
by the individual.
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Now, as for the differences: the distinction between the various expressions of the
Fullness of the Almighty Source, we will say first that each expression Enlivens Fullness.
How is this Fullness realized? Through these five precipitated forms.
We will today only offer a brief description of each of these forms. Later, it will be
appropriate to delve deep into the understanding of each of these Beloved forms of
Fullness.
This is a sample of the Fullness, a taste of the Fullness:
With our First Rays we will wear to enhance our spiritual breath, our insight, our
health.
For our Light Violet, we will use to increase our skills, our talents, our
occupation.
For our Pink, we will wear or hold to strengthen our emotions, our feelings.
For our Aqua, yes, Aqua, now we will strengthen the vision. Do you see?
And Green is for strength. Yes.
And it is time now to conclude for today. It is a very beautiful discussion. We will
continue this discussion. We will enjoy the Fullness in great Fullness. This is partial
Fullness. Today is a glimpse of the Fullness.
Blessed Ones, Great Knowledge Emerges as the environment supports. There is great
support now. Time is offering great support for the Emergence of this Great Knowledge.
It is a great fortune. Many Blessings, Dear Ones.
Cindy:
And, I would like to just add one thing: when He was finishing describing about
the Aqua BioTrinity, He said, “Do you see?” And, right at that time when He was
describing Aqua and then when He said, “Do you see?” four Beings similar in
shape and size and how they appear, four other Beings who look similar to
Lantos, were --came into the room and appeared in the room standing near to Him
and also three tall Angels, so a total of seven additional Beings of Light, entered
the room at that time.
And so then, at that time, He concluded right after describing briefly the Green
BioTrinity. So, I just thought I would mention that to you, as well.
Thank You.
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September 14, 2011
Master Lantos

Additional Uses and Descriptions of the BioTrinities
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We have been discussing the uses of our Blessed BioTrinities, the Precious Tools of the
Supreme Light of the Source of Creation. Yes, it is the most beautiful Light of Creation.
It is the Supreme Light of Genesis, the Light of Creation: the Supreme Radiance.
This Radiance is expressed in five Blessed forms. Each form, each BioTrinity reflects
the Fullness of this Source of Supreme Radiance. It is very beautiful, the enlivenment of
the Supreme Radiance through five forms of expression.
Our Blessed First Rays: With our Blessed First Rays BioTrinity, we awaken the Seat of
Existence within the Heart, the Universal Representation of the Great Light of Genesis
within the Heart of every individual. This is the awakening of the Great Cosmic Light,
the opening of the individual life to the Values of Universal Life. All is possible through
this process of the individual identifying with the Supreme Universal Radiance. It is the
awakening of the Universal Values on the Individual Level of Existence. We will obtain
clearer thinking, we will develop greater perception, we will experience greater support
in accomplishing all Desires. This is our Precious First Rays BioTrinity.
Our Light Violet BioTrinity is for success in our endeavors. For success to be gained, the
Desire must be correct. The direction must be appropriate. Our Beloved Light Violet
BioTrinity aligns our personal path with the Path of Destiny. We are set on the personal
path of Cosmic Destiny. We will see our strengths and talents emerging as we attune
ourselves with the Great Cosmic Path. Dear Ones, as you wear this Beloved BioTrinity,
the Light Violet BioTrinity, you may notice a shift in your Desires, this is a natural shift,
a shift to align the individual with the Great Flow of the Universal design. All is
possible. There are no limitations. To say the term, “Destiny,” we do not imply
restriction, only increase, increase of Talent, increase of Accomplishment, increase of
Happiness. Yes. It is always an increase. Right Direction, Correct Action, is always an
increase. Very good.
For our Blessed Pink BioTrinity we will notice a development of our feelings: Love.
This is the Tool of Universal Love, the awakening of the finest qualities of feeling and
intuition within our experience. This is a Great Tool of recovery, recovery after a loss,
recovery after a disappointment. Yes, very beautiful.
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Our Blessed Aqua BioTrinity yields great power. From a Platform of Great Silence,
Great Power is generated. This BioTrinity upholds Purity. It is the Great Cosmic Victor,
the Champion. Wear this Blessed Tool during times of great need when the Highest
Assistance is required, we shall say, “Requested.” Yes. Our Blessed Aqua BioTrinity
enlivens the deepest level of Silence, the Great Stillness out of which Emerges the
greatest Strength, greatest Activity. Beautiful.
Now, our Blessed Green BioTrinity: we see the enlivenment of the physical structure, the
physical health. We may wear or carry with us this Blessed BioTrinity to protect from
illness. This Blessed BioTrinity may also be placed on pictures or on areas of the map.
This will strengthen the physical well being of the individual or the vicinity: Beautiful.
It is a beautiful picture of Fullness. It is a beautiful picture of the Fullness of Sublime
Radiance, Universal Radiance.
Very Good.
Knowledge: Great Knowledge, Great Knowledge is for Great Transformation.
Many Blessings.
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September 21, 2011
Master Lantos

Our Blessed BioTrinities, The Five Blessed Pathways
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Now we will speak on the Emergence of Fullness into each Precipitated
Fullness.

Form

of

We are Speaking of the Experience of Beings of Eternal Light, the Fullness of the
Supreme Light of Creation, Beings of the Light of Genesis, Precipitated Rays of Fullness,
the Rays of Eternal Light. Each of these Great Universal Expressions of Fullness is a
Ray of Totality, a Ray of the Almighty Fullness of Eternal Light. Each of these Great
Universal Beings is Recognized as an Initial Impulse of Individuality Emerging out of the
Totality of Eternal Light.
All expressions of Creation, all Life, all Beings, all of Creation Emerges through one of
these five Rays of Creation. All Life is shaped by these Blessed Great Universal Beings.
Each Blessed individual on Earth has come into being through one of these Blessed
pathways. It is a Ray of Eternal Light, Eternal Light in motion. Each individual is born
of one Beloved pathway of Eternal Light. For this reason, Dear Ones, the experience, the
individual experience of the Great Supreme Being, will differ. One’s experience of the
Supreme Source of Creation may differ from another’s experience. And yet, both will be
valid experiences of the Fullness of Eternal Light.
Different pathways lead to different qualities of expression. Different qualities are
picked up by the individual as the individual’s experience is opened to meet the Creator,
such a Blessed process, the meeting of the Expression with its Source: so Beautiful,
Overwhelming.
Dear Ones, through our Blessed Master Tools: our Blessed Pendant of Eternal Light, our
Blessed Holy Waters, we are enlivening this level of experience, our Blessed
BioTrinities, the five Blessed Pathways, the Fiery Rays of Truth, the pathways of Eternal
Light.
Each individual will be directly connected with one of these five pathways. For that
individual, that particular BioTrinity will always hold the Greatest Significance and the
Greatest Influence. Yes.
Cindy:
And then He paused a long time, so I asked Him, “Is there any way to find out which one
of these BioTrinities we are associated with?”
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Lantos:
This Knowledge is available. All Knowledge is available.
Cindy:
And then again He paused so then I just asked Him could we ask you—could we ask
Him—if we want to know which of the five BioTrinities we belong to? And His answer
was:
Lantos:
This Knowledge is available.
Cindy:
And then I asked, “Is there a particular benefit to knowing (besides that it would be
interesting), is there something of Value to knowing which one we’re associated with?
He said:
Lantos:
Knowledge is useful. This is Great Knowledge. Wearing one’s particular Ray will grant
greater Blessings. Each BioTrinity will offer great benefits to every individual.
However, however, there will be the greatest Blessings through the connection with one’s
personal Ray of Eternal Light. Yes, this is the Value. It is the Personal Pathway to the
Supreme Source of Creation, the personal precipitated expression of Eternal Light. It is
the enlivenment of the most Sublime Connection, the Connection between the Individual
and the Almighty Source.
Cindy:
And then He paused again so I asked another question. I said, “So when—so we should
wear it more or we should carry it with us?” And He said,
Lantos:
Yes.
Cindy:
And then I asked Him how we would go about finding out which one? And He said,
Lantos:
We ask.
Cindy:
And then I just said, “So, I would ask Him and could I just give Him a person’s name and
then He would tell us who is—who belongs to what?” And He said,
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Lantos:
Yes. Knowledge is assistance. We offer Knowledge. We offer assistance. Great
Knowledge Emerges from the Blessed Seat of Eternal Light. We will offer this
Knowledge to all.
Very Good. Many Blessings.
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September 28, 2011
Master Lantos

The Personal BioTrinity
Cindy:
The first part of this dialogue was given three or four days ago and then the second part
was given today.
Lantos:
Dear Ones,
The pathways of Eternal Light, the direction and quality of the Emergence of Eternal
Light into the Physical Plane of Existence: each Pathway Expresses Fullness, a particular
Aspect of Fullness. The Universal Value of Eternal Light Emerging in different
Pathways: it is Fullness, Supreme Fullness, the Supreme Fullness of the Source of
Creation Emerging as Different Expressions.
Now, let us Offer this Knowledge to each Individual, Knowledge of the Personal
Pathway of Eternal Light. For this, we will require the complete name and date of birth
for each individual. It is the same process of identification which we experience with our
Beloved individual Elixirs of Life. It is the process of identification of the finest strands
of Eternal Light, the finest Beams of Sublime Light, which have collected together to
form an individual pattern of Life, a record of Life, Life recorded in Beams of Eternal
Light. This is the identification of the individual Life.
We will identify each individual life with its Source, its initial pathway. Yes, this will be
valuable information. It will then be possible to make specific recommendations based
on this Knowledge.
Very good, it is very good. Many Blessings.
Cindy:
So, that was the first part, and here’s from today:
Lantos:
Yes, very good. The individual BioTrinity: we will identify for each individual the
Personal BioTrinity, the Beams of Eternal Light, which layer together to form the
individual expression of life.
There is a universal principle of evolution, growth. Each individual’s path of evolution
will follow the individual Beams of Eternal Light which together form the expression of
individual Life.
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This is the Time of Knowledge. We gain Knowledge as preparation for Transformation.
Knowledge is an asset. Knowledge is our ally. Through Knowledge, the path becomes
clear and we may more easily take the proper steps. The proper pathway opens before us.
This Knowledge does justice to life. This is Great Knowledge. Let each individual
receive the Knowledge of the Personal BioTrinity. Then, we will describe the particular
uses.
Very Good.
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October 5, 2011
Master Lantos

Each BioTrinity is Associated with One Initial Pathway of Creation
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Blessings arrive on the Wings of Knowledge. We are Blessed to receive Knowledge.
Knowledge: Great Knowledge is coming to us in the form of our Courses of Eternal
Light. It is the movement of Eternal Light, the Enlivenment of Eternal Light on the
physical plane of existence: Great Knowledge for Great Transformation, the enlivenment
of the most Sublime Principles of Creation, the Enlivenment of the Principles of
Creating, very good.
We are continuing our Identification of the Individual Pathways, the Path through which
the Fullness of Eternal Light has moved into Individual Expression.
It is beautiful; the Identification of the Individual with The Source.
The Beams of Eternal Light: certain Beams of Eternal Light give rise to a particular
aspect of expression. The Beams of Eternal Light emerging in a particular manner of
expression: this is the framework of individual life.
Now, we are evaluating each individual in terms of The Source. If we say, yes, you
belong with the Aqua pathway—we are saying that your individual framework of
Existence has Emerged from the Collection and Interaction of the Fullness of the Beams
of Eternal Light—under the Direction, under the Guidance, of that Beloved Universal
Supreme Being.
Each of our Beloved BioTrinities is Associated with one of these Initial Pathways of
Creation. You see? Very good.
In the course of the Expression of Fullness, the Beams of Universal Eternal Light
combine to give rise to each Individual Expression of Creation. We are identifying the
Individual Expression of Life with its Specific Source.
Now, let us hear the Names of our Beloved Masters of Eternal Light.
Very Good, Blessings.
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October 12, 2011
Master Lantos

This is a Critical Time
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Today, we send out a call. It is a Call to Action, a Call to Knowledge, a Call to the Light
of Genesis. We are Blessed with the Sublime Knowledge of the Art of Creation. We are
Blessed by the Presence of the Great Universal Beings of Light. These Great Beings of
Light have brought this Knowledge for the timely Blessings of all. The first Waves of
the Great Transformation have arrived, and this Blessed Knowledge, this Supreme
Knowledge, is available to all to bring about this complete Process of Transformation.
This is a critical time. Every day is Precious. Much work must be accomplished now, in
order to ensure a smooth and gentle Process of Transformation. Yes, this is Our Role;
this is the Highest Service to all Humanity. Yes. Very good.
Now, we must have this Supreme Knowledge of Creating spread to greater
numbers. This is the Knowledge to bring about the Blessed Transformation, which was
foreseen by the great visionaries of the past; they saw this great shift from a vast distance;
this period of Transformation was spotted, and they rang out the Bell of Alert: Look
here, take notice of this change which approaches. Yes, this was the instruction given by
the Seers of the past: Take Notice.
Now, we have the Blessed Tools; now, we have the Supreme Knowledge. Now, we must
spread this Knowledge—this Knowledge must be spread; the Knowledge of the Art of
Creating must be Enlivened by greater numbers as we approach the start of the Holy
Season. Yes, this is a critical time. This Knowledge must be Enlivened by greater
numbers as we enter into this Holy Season.
Cindy:
And then I asked Him at that point “When does the Holy Season begin?”
He said,
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Lantos:
The Holy Season begins six weeks before the end of the year; the Holy Season is the final
six weeks of the year. We are approaching a Time Unimaginable: Great Changes. Dear
Ones, we carry the responsibility for the Smooth Process of Transformation. There is
work to be accomplished.
Very good. Very good.
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October 19, 2011
Master Lantos

Approaching a Different State of Existence
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
We are approaching a different State of Existence. It is a different era. It is the Great
Transformation and therefore, many changes will occur. The differences will be great.
The life as it has been lived until now, the life as it will be lived in this New Era: many
differences, many changes, great shifts, even the structure of the Earth shifts to support
this New Era, shifts on every level.
Yes, Dear Ones, as Masters of the Art of Creating, you are the architects of this New Era.
It is through your techniques of Creating, your techniques of Ability, that the structure of
life in this New Era will Emerge.
We have Received Great Guidance and Assistance from the Supreme Source of Creation:
the Great Universal Beings of Light, the Blessed Hosts of Angels, and the Beings of the
Blessed Light of Genesis. We have the Tools; we have the Master Tools of the Light of
Genesis.
Knowledge: it is through Knowledge that Transformation, Rapid Transformation,
Smooth Transformation occurs.
The Great Knowledge of Creating: Dear Ones, our Blessed Architects of the New Era,
the practice you are offering to developing the great skills of mastering the Process of
Creation, the techniques of Ability, these skills will multiply as we enter the Holy
Season. The skills will multiply. The results will multiply. It is the quality of Time.
This is what we mean by the words, “Holy Season.” It is the Time of great connection to
the deepest Values of Life, the Finest Realms of Existence. Great progress, great
advancements may be made during this Holy Season. We will offer the techniques for
gaining the greatest support through the connection with one’s Personal Pathway
representing the Totality of All Existence: Supreme Fullness, and Enlivened by a singular
BioTrinity. Good.
Our Blessed Architects, for now, you may wear or carry with you your Personal
BioTrinity. This will prove to be very strengthening and beneficial.
Yes, the Holy Season approaches, it is very good. We will be well prepared: prepared in
Knowledge, prepared in practice. The Architect is the great designer. Out of his few
sketches, the whole building Emerges. We are building a New Era. Through our Blessed
techniques of Creating, we are bringing about this coming New Era for all to enjoy.
Many Blessings.
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October 26, 2011
Master Lantos

The Rocket Ship is Set to Launch
Lantos:
Dear Ones, Greetings,
The rocket ship is set to launch. In the moments leading up to the launch there is great
noise, great excitement, great rumblings and shaking. The actions performed in the time
leading up to the launch will determine the success of the entire course of the Mission.
There is much at stake in the preliminary moments. This is the process of the Great
Transformation.
Many great rumblings will be felt as the enormous vessel departs the launching pad and
rises into the sky. All Knowledge comes together for this process to occur. It is the
process of countdown, countdown to launch, countdown to Transformation. The Time
must be right, the conditions must be right, and that which comes to guide and serve the
entire process is Knowledge.
There are many parts of Knowledge but for a Great Transformation, Great Knowledge
must Emerge to bring together all of these parts: the collected Value of all Layers of
Knowledge, bringing forth the Ultimate Value of Knowledge, Supreme Knowledge,
arising out of the Enlivened Assembly of Knowledge.
The Knowledge of Creating, the Art of Creating, is that Supreme Value of Knowledge
which has been Enlivened, we may say, Awakened, by the Enlivenment of all of the parts
of Knowledge.
The Blessed Light of Genesis, the Blessed Tools of Genesis: these Tools have been
awakening and enlivening the many layers of Light, Layers of Knowledge. The Higher
Planes of Existence have been Enlivened through the practices and efforts of our Blessed
Masters of the Light of Genesis. These Higher planes have received Nourishment
through the Activities of our Beloved Masters of the Light.
Over time, and owing also to the Value of this present time, these layers of Knowledge,
Layers of Existence, have been Awakened. And now, that which has Emerged can only
be known as Great. Great Knowledge, Supreme Knowledge, it is the Gift from the
Blessed Great Universal Architects and Emerging from the Source of Creation. It is the
Knowledge of Creating, the Art of Creating.
This experience of the Great State of Supreme Knowledge is not possible by
experiencing one thing after another. The experience of this Great State of Supreme
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Knowledge can only Emerge out of the enlivenment of the entire collection of all levels
of Knowledge. It is the Enlivenment of all Values of Knowledge, along with the Blessed
Value of Time, which gives rise to the Emergence of this Supreme Value of Fullness. It
is for this reason called, “Great.” It is very beautiful.
Time: this is the Time for this Blessed Knowledge. All must receive this Blessed
Supreme Knowledge. The Holy Season is approaching; let all enjoy the Supreme
experience of the Fullness of Knowledge as we enter into this Season of Great Light,
Great Significance.
Yes, many Blessings.
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November 2, 2011
Master Lantos

To Discover the Path of Familiarity is a Great Blessing
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Now we all have received the Knowledge of the Personal BioTrinity?
Cindy:
And He paused right then and I realized that He was asking the question if everyone had
received the BioTrinity information. And, I said that I believe that we still have some
names coming in. He said,
Lantos:
Yes, many have received the Knowledge of the Personal BioTrinity, the Beams of
Eternal Light, the strands of Eternal Light, which weave the pattern of the individual
expression of Universal Life. Fullness, Universality, a Beam of Eternal Light is an
expression of Fullness. It is the Fullness of the Source of Creation moving. It is the
nature of the Source of Creation to Create. Yes?
Creation is the natural expression of Fullness. Totality expresses itself through Creation.
Totality moves on the Beams of Eternal Light. To be a Master of the Art of Creating is to
Master that process which is at the Source of All. It is to Master the process of the
movement of Fullness. One by one the experiences of the Process of Creating build
familiarity with the total Process which gives rise to all of Creation. This is the Key:
Familiarity.
To gain Mastery, one is gaining Familiarity. And, in order to develop this Familiarity,
we gain Knowledge. Knowledge clarifies the indistinguishable mass of Wholeness,
Fullness. The collected Value of Fullness is seen clearly in the Light of Knowledge, the
Light of Genesis. Without Knowledge, without Supreme Knowledge, the collected
Values of Fullness would not Emerge in the clarity of the complete relationship of one
Value of Fullness to the other.
It is like glimpsing the foot, the hand, the arm, without the understanding of the
connectedness of all the parts as one body. Knowledge brings Awakening. Knowledge
is most easily delivered on the familiar path. The greater the familiarity, the easier is
one’s ability to gain Knowledge.
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Awakening on all levels: to assist in this process of Awakening, we have identified the
familiar path, one’s own path: the relationship of the individual with one’s Personal
BioTrinity. It is a great comfort to be on the path of Familiarity. In this state of Great
Comfort, Knowledge, Supreme Knowledge, may be gained for Supreme Awakening.
Having identified each individual’s Personal BioTrinity, we may identify the specific sets
of Tools and the specific timings to bring about the greatest results. It is very good. It is
a great Blessing. To discover the path of familiarity is a Great Blessing. Greater energy,
greater clarity, greater happiness is found in comfort, Familiarity.
And then He paused a long time. And then He Continued,
Lantos:
One more week: let all of our Blessed Masters of the Light of Genesis receive this
Knowledge of the Path of Familiarity. Let all of our Blessed Masters receive the
Knowledge of the Personal BioTrinity. Next week we will describe the best uses of this
Blessed Knowledge.
Very good. Very good. Many Blessings.
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November 9, 2011
Master Lantos

The Schedule for the Personal BioTrinities
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
Fullness, Fullness of Eternal Light: this Fullness of Eternal Light, moves. In the process
of Creating, the Fullness moves. It is the Fullness of the Supreme Light of Creation, the
Supreme Source of Creation.
As the Fullness moves, it Emerges through Channels or Pathways of Expression. These
Pathways are the Pathways Connecting the Source with the Expression. It is the Pathway
through which the Source Emerges on the level of the Expression. These Pathways of
Eternal Light get Enlivened through the use of the BioTrinities. The Personal Pathway
gets Enlivened through the use of the Personal BioTrinity. Yes? You see?
Very good.
Now, we will identify the uses of this great Knowledge of the Personal Pathways:
First Rays: This Pathway receives the Blessings of the Great Universal Source
during the early hours of the morning from 3 a.m. until 8 a.m. These are the hours
when the maximum benefits may be gained for the individuals within this
pathway. It is the Time during which the Great Universal Being, the embodiment
of the Totality of the Fullness of Eternal Light, that Being which awakens the
Expressions of the First Rays: during this time, that Being directs the greatest
attention onto the First Rays Expressions of Creation.
Any time during these hours, one may position oneself inside a Circle of Wheels
and hold the First Rays BioTrinity for five minutes. This will bring the great
infusion of Energy, Wealth and Blessings. Five minutes; during these hours when
the Energy, the Intelligence, is Fully Awakened, Fully Enlivened.
Dearest One, my Beloved voice of Eternal Light, today we will only express this first
step. Next week we will continue the instruction with the Blessed Techniques for
Enlivenment. It is the Gift of Awakening for the Holy Season. This Gift can only be
Fully Realized by one who has Received the Knowledge of the Art of Creating. It is
through this Experience of the Process of Creating that the Ability comes to Fully
Enliven the Blessings from the Source—the Supreme Source of Creation, the Supreme
Value of Eternal Light, the Full Brilliance of the Light of Genesis. Beautiful.
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Now, the Time for Enlivenment of the Light Violet Pathway is from 8 a.m. until
noon.
The time of Emergence for the Pink energy is from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
And for the Green: 5 p.m. – 10 p.m.
Aqua, the silence of Aqua, is Enlivened during the night time hours of 10 p.m.
until 3 a.m.
This is the schedule. Sit within the Circle of Wheels during this time for five minutes
holding the BioTrinity. We will experience for one week, the Pure Value of the
Connection between the individual and the Personal Pathway of Eternal Light.
Next week, on the Threshold of the Holy Season, we will offer the gift of the Holy
Season to all.
Many Blessings.
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November 16, 2011
Master Lantos

The Personal BioTrinity Technique
Lantos:
Dear Ones,
It is a beautiful time. We are on the Threshold of the Time of Awakening, the Holy
Season of Awakening; awakening of the Pure Radiance of the Source of All Creation, the
Brilliance of Eternal Light. It is the Enlivenment of the Universal Value of the Warmth
of Creation. All of Creation is Blessed by the Presence of the Warmth of Eternal Light.
Knowledge may Emerge in the Presence of this Enlivened Value of Warmth. Great
Knowledge flows in the Presence of Universal Light, the Light of the Source of All
Creation, the pure Brilliance of the Light of Genesis.
Dear Ones, you have by now received the Knowledge of the Personal Pathway?
Cindy:
And, I answered to Him that quite a lot of people have received that–that I believe almost
everyone has received that. His response was,
Lantos:
Very good. And with this Knowledge we have identified a Personal BioTrinity which
enlivens the connection between the Source and the individual. We call this process the
Enlivenment of the Personal Pathway. It is the Enlivenment of the Connection, the
Radiant Beams of Eternal Light arising from the Source of Creation which combine
together to form the Expression. This connection, this Personal Pathway, gets Enlivened
during this process of sitting quietly, peacefully, with the personal BioTrinity within the
Great Cosmic Circle of Wheels, the dynamic expressions of all Creation.
Good. Very Good.
Now, Dear Ones, while you sit quietly within the Great Cosmic Circle, hold your
Personal BioTrinity in your right hand. Place the Pendant of Eternal Light in your left
hand and envision the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light, the Brilliant strands of Light
present everywhere.
Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life: this is what we envision, this is what we
enliven. Yes?
Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life: say this within yourself. Experience the
Enlivenment of the Radiant Beams of Eternal Light.
Now, say this within yourself: Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life. This is the
Great Process of Enlivenment, Enlivenment of the Brilliance of the Connection with the
Source.
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Again, we will say this: Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life, Nectar of Life.
During the five minutes we will repeat several times this expression, like this, in sets of
three. Very good.
The Brilliance of Eternal Light, the pure Radiance of the Source of Creation, this is the
gift of the Holy Season. Great Knowledge comes on the Crest of the Wave of the Great
Transformation. We are entering the Great Transformation.
Dear Ones, many Blessings.
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November 23, 2011
Master Lantos

The Gift of the Holy Season and the Personal BioTrinity
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
It is a very beautiful time, very beautiful.
The Awakening: the enlivenment of Eternal Light within the field of deep silence, very
beautiful. The Brilliance of Eternal Light is the pure Radiance of the Source of Creation.
We have received the Precious Gift of Awakening, the Gift of the Holy Season.
Strength, happiness, health, and wealth, comes as we practice this process of five minutes
experiencing the strands of the Light of the Personal Pathway. Very Good.
We are entering the Holy Season. We are Blessed by the Radiance of the Pure Light of
Genesis, the Pure Light of Creation.
We are entering the Great Transformation, this is the Great Awakening.
Continue your practice with the Personal BioTrinity. In this way you will develop great
inner strength and outer Radiance. You, Dear Ones, are the Beacon Lights of
Knowledge, the Radiant Beams of Light, through which the pillars of the new era will be
structured.
Very Good. Many Blessings.
Enjoy the Sublime Radiance as the Pure Light of this Holy Season Emerges.
Blessings.
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November 30, 2011
Master Lantos

We Hold the Key to Past and Future
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
It is Very Beautiful, Very Beautiful. Generations have come before us to pave the way
for the Emergence of this Great Light. The effects of this Great Light will spread across
many, many generations, even to the generations which have come before us. This is the
quality of this Light: the Brilliant Radiance of the Source of Creation, the Brilliance of
the Beams of Eternal Light.
We are Enlivening Eternal Light through the use of our Master Tools. It is through the
use of our Blessed Master Tools of Genesis we are Enlivening the Radiance of Eternal
Light for generations in the past, present and for the Sublime Purification of generations
to come.
We are gaining great familiarity with the Process of the Transference of Light into
Substance with our daily practice of the Techniques of the Art of Creating. It is the
Process of the Emergence of the Light of Genesis. This Process is Enlivened through the
use of our Beloved Master Tools—the Pendant of Eternal Light and the Elixir of Life.
We are Enlivening the process of the Initial Rotations of Creation.
Time, Time—it is the Wave of Time which was seen from a great distance.
A tiny ripple is lost against the vastness of the might ocean; however, an Immense Wave,
a Tidal Wave, may be spotted from a Great Distance. This Immense Wave of the Great
Transformation was seen by those with Trained Vision; it was seen from a Great
Distance.
Preparations have been made by the generations of the past. We are deeply grateful for
the Profound Insight of All of the Great Seers, the Beloved Teachers of the past. It is
through their Wisdom and Efforts that Humanity is today offered this Great Opportunity,
this Full Awakening. Always, we offer out thanks to those Great Ones who have come
before.
Now, with this Wave of Time has Come the Great Wave of Knowledge. We are
Enlivening our Cellular Sequence Code through the Blessed Master Tools—the Holy
Waters of the Elixir of Life. We are Enlivening the Inherent Memory of the Physical
Structure, the Proper Sequence Code of the Body. We are Infusing Light into the Genetic
Streams, the Genetic Channels. These are the Beams of Eternal Light Flowing through
the linked Genetic Channels throughout Creation.
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This is the Holy Season, Dear Ones, the Awakening of Eternal Light through the
Blessings of Time and Knowledge, Knowledge and Time; delivered by the Grace of the
Radiant Universal Beings.
We are thinking today of the greatness of those generations which came before us and set
the stage for our Beloved activities during the Blessed period of existence. During these
first weeks of the Holy Season, we offer our deepest thanks to the Great Light which has
shone like brilliant stars in the midst of the darkness of the past.
Blessed Ones, the Enlivenment of Eternal Light is Universal; it is not a localized event.
The effects are felt throughout all of Creation and in all directions of Space and Time.
We are Enlivening the Value of Eternal Light in many generations through the
Enlivenment of the Personal Pathways.
This, Dear Ones, is the Blessing of this Holy Season.
This is the Blessed Gift of Knowledge from the Beloved Source of Creation: we now
have a process through which we may influence, directly, all within that Personal
Pathway, all belonging to that particular channel of expression of the Almighty Source of
Creation.
Dear Ones, can you see the significance of this Blessed Time we are in now?
Yes, in our Time, we hold the key to past and future. One slight action performed during
these times sends Waves of Influence shooting across Time and Space. From this
vantage, on the crest of this immense Wave, we see all. We see what has been traversed.
We see that which is to come. We see in all directions.
Dear Ones, today we offer our deepest gratitude to the Great Beings, the Great Ones who
have Emerged before us to Structure the Future that we now have present. It is through
their Grace that we are today on this Crest of the Great Transformation.
Many Blessings to All.
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December 7, 2011
Master Lantos

The Alarm Bell is Signaled to Wake Up!
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
The Blessed Gift of the Holy Season is the Deep Awakening of the Personal Pathway and
through this the Full Enlivenment of the Limitless Radiance of the Source of Creation
within every individual. This is the Blessed Gift to all. Beautiful.
The experiences may begin with a gentle tingling or may Emerge as a great flash of
brilliance. Practice of this Blessed Technique brings about the desired results. Practice,
daily devoted practice, will bring about the Blessed results: Brilliance, Awakening.
Why do we call it Awakening? Yes, very good. It is very good.
We call it Awakening because it is as if we are waking from a dream. The past
experiences, the past habits and actions, become as actions performed in a dream. At the
time, at the time of the performance of the action, it seemed very real, very concrete.
Now, as our perception grows, as the Brilliant Radiance of Eternal Light expands in our
awareness, these previous actions, which once seemed so real, so significant, now they
appear as distant and substanceless as actions performed in a dream.
Upon waking, the reality of the dream disappears and is replaced by a new reality; this is
Awakening. The previous reality is replaced as naturally and completely as the dream
experience gets replaced by the first moments of morning wakefulness. Yes, this entire
reality which one was experiencing and living so fully, so real, so seemingly real in the
dream, takes only moments to be completely dissipated by the Awakened Perception of
the New Experience of Reality.
This is the same Process which Occurs with a Transformation of the Conditions of
Experience. The shift does not take a long time. In the morning, it does not take a long
time to realize the shift out of the previous experiences of reality of the dream conditions
into the Awakened conditions of the day. It is a completely new reality and yet one
which occurs so automatically.
Dear Ones, the Great Transformation is this same kind of complete shift. This is the
Great Value of the practice of the Techniques of the Art of Creating, the Techniques of
Ability, the Blessed Personal Pathway. We are preparing our abilities. We are gaining
familiarity with the new mode of functioning while still yet simply in the earliest days of
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the Phase of Time which brings about the Great Cosmic Shift. Every day: a few minutes
of practice, this establishes familiarity.
Our Beloved Pendants of Eternal Light have generated a great upsurge of the limitless
energy of the Process of Initial Rotations. This is the energy required to make the Great
Shift. It is an unseen force which brings about the change out of the dream and into the
light of day. For some, the alarm clock is needed.
Cindy:
And at that point, Lantos-- I just have to say-- it wasn’t like He was laughing but He was
very pleased about the alarm clock thing.
Lantos:
Your practice, Dear Ones, is an alarm clock for others sending out the strong signal for
awakening: “Wake Up!”
That state of functioning, that set of dynamics, which has governed action over the past
ages, that set will soon be as distant as the actions performed in the dream.
Awaken to the Radiance of Eternal Light. From the Seat of Eternal Light, Knowledge
spreads. The alarm bell is signaled to wake up!
The Great Transformation is simply this Process of Awakening to the new reality. This
process is accomplished through Knowledge, through the Value of Time, through the
Great Blessings of the actions of the Great Ones of the past, and through the limitless
Blessings showered upon Creation by the Great Universal Beings of Light.
In the Holy Season, we receive these Great Blessings. Our receptivity to the Blessings of
Light is greatly heightened and our advancements may be significant. We are deeply
grateful for these Blessings. Yes, very good. It will be good to review the instructions for
the practice of the techniques of Eternal Light.
Cindy:
And at that point I asked Him if that meant that we should review all of the techniques of
the Art of Creating and the Art of Ability and the Personal Pathway and He said,
Lantos:
Yes. The instructions should be reviewed from time to time.
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Cindy:
And then I said, so we could actually review like over the conference call, the
instructions for the Personal Pathway?
And He said,
Lantos:
Yes. Very good. Many Blessings.
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December 14, 2011
Master Lantos

The Bells are Ringing
Lantos:
Dear Ones Greetings,
The Bells are Ringing. There is a Great Celestial Chorus of Bells. These Bells are
Sounding in Praise of the Great Accomplishments of Light on Earth, the Blessed Light of
Genesis on Earth, and in anticipation of the coming Era of Eternal Light.
We are hearing the Celestial Announcement that the Great Transformation has begun.
Dear Ones, your efforts, your dedication, your daily practices, as instruments of the
Highest Light of Creation, the Brilliant Light of Genesis, have ushered in this Blessed
Time of Transformation.
Many Masters of the Art of Creating have Enlivened the Value of Initial Rotations,
Enlivened the Infinite Value of the Source of Creation. And, it is out of this Infinite
Value of the Source of Creation that the Blessed Light of Genesis Emerges. It is out of
this Infinite Value, this Supreme Value of Fullness, that all Life is nourished with the
Brilliant Radiance of the Light of Genesis.
Many Masters, Masters of the Art of Creating, Masters of the Process of the Enlivenment
of Eternal Light—before, this was not available to Creation, this Great Knowledge of the
Process of the Art of Creating. Now, the Time is ripe for it. It is the time of the
Emergence of the Highest Knowledge.
We have many Precious gifts coming to us in this Holy Season: we are Blessed with the
Highest Knowledge of the Art of Creating; we are Blessed with the Master Tools of the
Light of Genesis; we are Blessed now with the Emergence of the Knowledge of the
Enlivenment of the Personal Pathways of Creation.
This Time is for Awakening. Wake up! The Bells are Sounding. We are acting; we are
practicing with devotion the Blessed Process of Enlivenment through the use of the
Radiant Tools of Genesis and the Techniques of Creating—these things together.
The Great Light is coming about resulting from both sides. It is the Time. The Time is
for Transformation. The Time is causing itself to unfold. The unfoldment comes from
both the side of Time and from the side of Enlivenment of Knowledge: Emergence of
Light. Yes.
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It is marvelous. It is marvelous work, Dear Masters of this Beautiful Art, the Work of
Creating, the Blessings of Creation.
Many Blessings in this Holy Season.
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December 21, 2011
Master Lantos

A Time Which Will Be Remembered for All Time to Come
Lantos:
Greetings Dear Ones,
The world is on the Path of Eternal Light. We have Created the conditions of
Enlivenment of the Full Value of the Blessed Light of Genesis: Enlivenment of Light,
Enlivenment of Knowledge.
Always our focus, our attention, is on the Enlivenment of the Blessed Values of the Light
of Genesis. Our daily practices with the Blessed Tools of Genesis will take great leaps
forward in these coming times. Our Beloved Master Tools of Genesis are generating an
immense Wave of Awakening at the start of this Path of Great Transformation. Yes,
Dear Ones, we are now on the Path of the Great Transformation, many changes.
This is the meaning of Transformation: sweeping change, a Great Wave of Change. Yes,
our task—yes, our task, as the Beloved Masters of the Great Knowledge, the Masters of
the Art of Creating—our task is the Enlivenment of that Level of Creation, the Supreme
Source of Creation, responsible for all life, all existence.
This is our great task, this is our Greatest Blessing: to serve the Highest Value of
Creation is to Awaken that Value on every level of one’s own existence. That is service;
that is devotion to the Great Light of Creation, the Brilliant Radiance of the Supreme
Source of Creation. This, Dear Ones, is our Great Blessing, such a Time in Creation, a
Time which will be remembered for all Time to come.
The Personal Pathway of Light: yes, this is a very significant Blessing coming to us as
the Blessed Gift of this Holy Season. We are Awakening the Personal Value of the Great
Source of All Creation. This Gift is for the Personal Awakening.
Dear Ones, while our attention is on the whole of Creation, we must not neglect the
Value of our simple daily practices, five minutes here, five minutes there, sleeping within
the Blessed Circle of Wheels. Even during our sleep we are Awakening the Fullest
Values of Creation. Yes, even sleep is a time of Great Advancement.
Blessed Ones, sleep is significant to the advancement of Light. Rest is required by the
physical body. As we are structuring the Great Light on every level and for all Creation,
we must not neglect this simple requirement of the Precious physical structure. Yes,
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there is a proper pattern for Life; it is the expression of the Personal Pathway of
existence.
Structure for yourselves an effective routine complete with the Enlivenment of the Great
Light of Genesis, supported by the great strength of the physical body. Yes, there are
great advancements coming.
You are responsible for the Creation of Enlivenment through the Techniques of the Art of
Creating. You, Dear Ones, are responsible for the Enlivenment on all Levels of Creation.
Enjoy, Dear Ones. We offer our deepest gratitude for your devotion and service.
Many Blessings.
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December 28, 2011
Master Lantos

The Beacon Light to Guide the Path for the Great Transformation
Lantos:
Dear Ones,
The Holy Season is the Season of the Light of the Source of All Creation, the Radiance of
Eternal Light. And, this Radiance, this Beloved Radiance, may be located within every
individual as the Brilliant Flame seated within the Heart.
It is through the Enlivenment of this Pure Flame, the Flame of Creation, the warmth of
existence, that the individual life is opened to the Brilliance of Universal Existence. The
individual life is Awakened to the Blessings of Universal Existence. This, Dear Ones, is
Awakening.
This Beloved Awakening is accomplished through the practice of the Art of Creating. As
we practice, we gain greater familiarity with this field of warmth, the Radiance of the
Source of Creation. We are practicing our Blessed techniques of the Personal Pathway:
the Personal Pathway through which Eternal Light Emerges into individual form. Yes.
These are the techniques of Awakening:
The Art of Creating
The Techniques of Ability
The Blessed Personal Pathway
Great Knowledge is for Great Transformation. Great Knowledge is for Great Light. We
drink the Blessed Elixir, the Blessed Waters of Life, to awaken the deepest Value of
Perfection on the cellular level of the physical structure. We drink this Elixir at the time
of great receptivity. We are in the Holy Season. This is a Time of Great Advancement.
We drink the Holy Waters during this time as we Enliven the Fundamental Sequence
Code of personal existence and Awaken to the Value of Universal Existence. This is
Transformation, Transformation.
Dear Ones, there is great significance in these coming days-- for it is in the start of the
year that the direction is established. The Holy Season is the Great Blessing of
Advancement, Advancement and Purification. Advancement of the Light of Genesis
brings Purification on all levels.
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Following this Blessed Holy Season is the Time of Direction—setting the course and
direction for the action ahead. What a Blessing to be in this Time.
Dear Ones, as Masters of the Light of Genesis, Masters of the Art of Creating, you are
setting the course. You are establishing the direction for the Great Wave, the movement
of the Great Wave of Eternal Light which was seen from a distance.
The Foundation of Eternal Light structured in the Holy Season of this year will serve as
the Beacon Light to guide the path for the Great Transformation.
Yes, Dear Ones, these are the Blessed Days of Awakening.
Many Blessings.
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